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The Influence of Environment on the Stellar Kinematics of Brightest Cluster
Galaxies

by Maximilian KÜHN

When I try to explain the subject of my master thesis to people that are not involved
in the dark arts of astrophysics, I like to use the following analogy:
Psychological research tells us that we, as homo sapiens, are influenced by two main
mechanisms. First, our genes. This includes specific traits directly inherited from
our parents, our grandparents etc. and more general traits, slowly adjusted during
the course of evolution. Second, our environment. This includes our immediate en-
vironment e.g. the upbringing in our family, friends and a broader environment like
the social structures we live in.
In astrophysics, more precisely in the context of galaxy formation, we can find par-
allels. Genes and inheritance can be interchanged with mergers. The morphology
(phenotype) and the kinematics (behaviour) of galaxies are directly influenced by
the characteristics of their ancestors. This includes their mass, angular momentum,
gas content etc. This has been observed by many astronomers (e.g. Emsellem, Cap-
pellari, Peletier, et al. (2004)). By using cosmological computer simulations it is pos-
sible to construct merger trees displaying a galaxy’s ancestry that is similar to family
trees.
To what extend the stellar movement in galaxies is a product of their environment,
however, is rather unclear. Brightest cluster galaxies, sitting in the gravitational cen-
tre of galaxy clusters, act as a link between galaxy and cluster physics. If cluster char-
acteristics influence galaxy kinematics this effect should be most obvious in BCGs.
In this master thesis, I take an in-depth look at the kinematics of 398 BCGs from the
MAGNETICUM Pathfinder simulations (Dolag et al., in prep., Hirschmann et al., 2014,
Ragagnin et al., 2017). First, their kinematics are studied at z=0. Then 250 galaxies
are traced to z=2. This allows to investigate the temporal evolution of many kine-
matical and environmental properties. The statistical evolution of these properties is
examined and finally a case study of 12 BCGs is completed where the development
of kinematics and environment is set in relation to one another. Six of these galaxies
end up in a non-cool core environment whereas the cluster of four of these BCGs
keeps its cool core.
The findings suggest that there is a correlation between coolcoreness and the h4 pa-
rameter. Furthermore, the development of a cool-core is a continuous process that
correlates with strong mass accretion between 2 > z > 1.5 for the sample of 12 BCGs
in this case study.
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1

Chapter 1

The Play’s the Thing, wherein I’ll
catch the Conscience of the King

Imagine you are seated in a festival theatre. Every evening, many people want to
watch the show. Today, you only got one of the cheaper seats in the far back. The
curtain called, the lights dimmed and the show begins. The theatre is pitch-black
now. There is no limelight that illuminates the stage, instead, every actor wears a
small lamp making them look like fireflies. The actors are positioned in multiple
rows on this enormous stage. You can see the ones in the front clearly but struggle
to see beyond that. You take out the opera glasses from your pocket. Many more ac-
tors become visible. You know that they are likely from the rows further back where
the lights seem dimmer, yet you have the impression that the show is displayed on
a screen rather than on a stage with actual depth. There is also this hazy light tran-
scending the audience that makes it hard for you to focus on stage. You think to
yourself: ‘I’m pretty sure I would see much more if not every other person would
look at their phone screens’.
That is the quest and the challenge of astronomers. They search for the best seats
and build increasingly sophisticated opera glasses. There is the Very Large Telescope
(VLT) on the Cerro Paranal in northern Chile, far away from any city lights to grant
a minimally polluted view of the night sky of the southern hemisphere. Four 8.2m
wide mirrors are the heart and soul of this telescope. With our current materials,
it is so far impossible to manufacture mirrors (in one piece) much larger than that
because they would break under their own weight. But boundaries spark creativity.
So the mirrors can be synced together in order to effectively quadruple their size
and resolution. This allows the actors in the furthest rows to become visible. How-
ever, the award for the best seat, the prime lodge so to say, goes to the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST). Like the name suggests, stationed in space, it has a clear view on as-
tronomical objects, free from the influence of Earth’s atmosphere. And the race still
goes on. 2021 is the year of the planned launch of the James-Webb-Telescope. Similar to
the HST in the fact that it is stationed in space (although in one of Earth’s Lagrangian
points - roughly 4 times further away than our moon), it will have unparalleled res-
olution. And still, no matter how precise and well-engineered these instruments are,
there are fundamental difficulties that can only be overcome by understanding the
physical processes within and around these objects.
Therefore, in this chapter, I want to focus on the actors. Before we can interpret the
play, we need to know who they are, what they want and where they come from.
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1.1 Prologos: Protagonists on the Universe Stage

A lot of people might say that it is misleading to describe astronomical objects in a
way that suggests that they have a conscience. In my opinion this is insincere. We
use the language of logic e.g. in maths in order to fool-proof ourselves. In maths,
everything is proven and can be reduced to basic principles if need be. There is very
little space for conceptual human error. In physics, however, it is almost never pos-
sible to give an unbiased account of observations. Even if machines collect all the
data, in the end we are the ones who interpret that data. And the way we think,
the way we derive causalities, is imprinted in our ‘objective’ description of these ob-
servations. This is especially important when we classify things. Classification is a
reoccurring method and of central importance in this chapter. We classify things, im-
mediately, by what is most obvious to us. The first classification of galaxies was done
by Edwin Hubble depending on the way they look while observing them through an
optical telescope. He categorised them in what is known as the Hubble Sequence of
Galaxies. The details will be discussed in the following subsections but suffice to say
that, on a most basic level, there are two types. One type is an ellipsoidally shaped
object, the other is a flat disk usually with distinct spiral arm features. The Hubble
Sequence has been thought of as an evolutionary scheme. That is why the first type
is called Early Type Galaxies (ETG) and the second Late Type Galaxies (LTG). We will
see that modern galaxy formation assumes the exact opposite, yet the nomenclature
still persists.
We see that science might never be free from human bias. Nevertheless, already in
this young century, scientists managed to detect gravitational waves, decoded the
human genome and built the first prototypes of self-driving cars. The beauty of sci-
ence is that there is no central dogma. New discoveries can always spark innovation
by falsifying or at least questioning everything discovered before that - including
everything written in this thesis.

1.1.1 Galaxy Clusters - Kingdoms in the Universe

‘Galaxy clusters are the largest gravitationally bound and relaxed structures in the
universe’. This (or variations thereof) is the first sentence in the majority of all clus-
ter papers. But what does it mean? First, we need to have a concept of structure
formation in our universe. The following serves as a short overview of the most
important theories. For the historical development of these theories and the role nu-
merical simulations played to establish these theories see Frenk and S. White (2012).
An introduction to cosmic inflation can be found in Watson (2000).
Right after the Big Bang, roughly 13.7 billion years ago, space was filled with a hot
and dense plasma. A plasma is a physical state of matter in which there are freely
moving charged particles. This plasma was nearly homogeneous although there
were small overdensities due to quantum fluctuations. Quantum fluctuations can
be described with Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle. This principle states that cer-
tain pairs of physical quantities of a particles (e.g. position and momentum) can
never be predicted with arbitrary certainty even if all initial conditions are specified.
This micro-scale universe experienced a phase of enormous inflation in a very short
time (shorter than any time we could ever measure) such that the quantum fluctua-
tions reached astronomical sizes. This theory of inflation is necessary to explain two
key features we observe in our universe today: Our universe appears nearly flat. If
it expanded drastically in an inflationary phase we might just not be able to observe
a curvature because it seems as flat to us as Earth to me when I look outside my
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FIGURE 1.1: The cosmic microwave background. Observed with
WMAP (https://wmap.gsfc.nasa.gov/media/101080/)

window in Munich. The theory of inflation also explains how these overdensities
were not destroyed through interaction with the surroundings. They are the seeds
for galaxies in our universe.
Shortly after inflation, these astronomical overdensities consisted mainly of dark
matter, hence they are also called dark matter halos. The plasma was comprised of
negatively charged electrons that could move freely among positively charged pro-
tons. This plasma was optically thick, i.e. non-translucent, for photons because, be-
ing electro-magnetic waves themselves, they had electro-magnetic interactions with
the free electrons inside the plasma. Or in simpler terms: Photons were not able to
escape the plasma. Furthermore, baryonic, i.e. visible, matter-structures could not
form because they would be destroyed by these high-energy photons in an instant.
However, photons do not have any influence on the dark matter halos.

When a closed volume expands, its density and temperature decrease. Since the
observation of supernovae type Ia in distant galaxies (Perlmutter et al., 1999) we
know that the universe is not only expanding but also expanding in an accelerated
fashion. The reason for this expansion is still unknown and therefore comprised in a
mysterious source called dark energy. The behaviour of this expansion, however, is
relatively well understood and described by the Friedmann-Lemaitre-Equations. When
light travels through expanding space its wavelength also expands. Objects emitting
light are therefore observed with a redder colour depending on their distance. This
behaviour is known as redshift. Furthermore, because of expansion, there is a point
in time when the temperature, and therefore the kinetic energy of the particles in the
plasma, becomes smaller than the binding energy of the electrons and protons. Nu-
clear fusion (cosmologists prefer the more confusing term of recombination) begins
and electrons and protons can combine to form electrically neutral hydrogen atoms.
After this process bound most electrons to protons, the photons were finally able to
travel freely. These first photons after recombination constitute what astronomers
call the cosmic microwave background (CMB). The observation of the CMB is cen-
tral for our understanding of structure formation in the universe. The observation
is shown in Fig. 1.1. These very weak radio frequencies that are distributed isotrop-
ically around the entire sky turned out to be the oldest observable light in our uni-
verse, predicted by particle physicists to be emitted almost 380, 000 years after the

https://wmap.gsfc.nasa.gov/media/101080/
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FIGURE 1.2: The Bulletcluster. Observed with Chandra (https://science.nasa.gov/
matter-bullet-cluster)

big bang (Penzias and Wilson, 1965). For comparison: if the universe would be one
day old, this corresponds to the first 2.5 seconds of it.
This means that after recombination, baryonic structures were able to form in these
relatively cold dark matter halos. The smallest of these structures are dwarf galaxies
that are believed to be fundamental building blocks of our universe (Frenk and S.
White, 2012). They interact gravitationally and form more and more massive struc-
tures in what is called hierarchical growth. Galaxy clusters are on top of this hierar-
chy.
What I described here is known as the ΛCDM (cold dark matter with gravitational
constant)- model of the universe. This is the model that I will presume in the follow-
ing chapters. Although this model agrees outstandingly well with observations (no-
tably the cosmic background fluctuations, particle horizon and predictions of baryon
acoustic oscillations) note that there are alternative models that try to explain the ob-
servations differently, most notably modified Newtonian gravity (MOND).

Contents

Now that we know where galaxy clusters come, from we can figure out who they
are. The matter contents in galaxy clusters are probably best illustrated with the
composite image of the bullet cluster by the Chandra telescope (Fig. 1.2). It is im-
portant to note that the bullet cluster is special because it is actually two clusters that
are colliding with each other (Clowe, Gonzalez, and Markevitch, 2004). Instead of
colliding, astronomers use the term merging because there is practically no collision
in the usual sense. There is so much space between stars that the likelihood of two
stars hitting each other is extremely low.

https://science.nasa.gov/matter-bullet-cluster
https://science.nasa.gov/matter-bullet-cluster
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Here we can already see the first component of a galaxy cluster: the stars. Their ra-
diation can be described with Planck’s law of thermal radiation. It is mind blowing
that the same law can be used to describe the CMB that we got to know in the in-
troduction of this chapter! However the CMB seems very cold in our observational
frame and is therefore only visible in radio wavelengths. Stars are hot enough to be
visible for our own eyes. If they would be much colder or hotter most of the night
sky would probably seem completely dark to us. This light is what we see in the
picture as white, blue and red clouds. The colour of this light depends on properties
of the galaxies they are part of. I will describe galaxies in more detail in section 1.1.2.
Although a cluster is inhabited by hundreds to thousands of galaxies and galaxies
themselves have hundreds of billions of stars, the stellar mass accounts to only four
percent of the cluster’s total mass!
The most massive component in a galaxy cluster is the dark matter halo. Roughly
82% of the mass in a galaxy cluster is non-visible dark matter! This lead to strong
confusion among astronomers when galaxy clusters were first observed. They be-
lieved that the total mass of a galaxy cluster could be derived in two ways: from
the motion of the galaxies inside the cluster and from the radiation luminosity of
the gas. These two ways lead to very different results, however. The mass derived
from the motion of the galaxies was much higher. This is known as the missing mass
problem. Zwicky (1933) was the first to resolve this problem with the introduction
of dark matter that influences the motion of galaxies but not the radiation from the
gas. Dark matter can explain many more things like the rotational curves of galax-
ies and the structure formation of the universe that we already learned about. The
bullet cluster is one of the prime examples for the existence of dark matter. The blue
clouds in Fig. 1.2 were inferred from gravitational lensing measurements (according
to Einstein’s theory of general relativity, mass can influence the trajectory of photons
and therefore create lensing effects) and represent matter that is inside the cluster
but cannot be observed with traditional methods of spectroscopy. Nevertheless the
true nature of dark matter is still unknown and particle physicists are working hard
to find particles with the same properties as dark matter. Before we interpret the
distribution of masses in Fig. 1.2 one more component needs to be introduced.
The remaining mass of roughly 14% of the cluster’s total mass is the intra cluster
medium (ICM). This is what we can see as the pink cloud in Fig. 1.2. This gas cloud
consists of highly ionised plasma. It is mainly hydrogen atoms and free electrons but
also a non-negligible amount of heavier atomic cores like iron that are distributed
roughly isotropically across the cluster. This gas is very hot and emits X-rays mainly
because of Bremsstrahlung. Bremsstrahlung is produced when a high-energy elec-
tron is deflected in the electric field of an atomic nucleus. The electron is losing
kinetic energy that is in turn transformed into radiation. Therefore the gas temper-
ature can be inferred by measuring the Bremsstrahlung spectrum. There are many
more smaller sources of radiation and a multitude of complex physical processes in
the ICM. One important process can be seen in Fig. 1.2.
If you look at the distribution of the components in Fig. 1.2, you can see that the
DM are two separate ellipsoidally shaped clouds whereas the gas forms more of a
cone-like structure and is located in between the two DM clouds. The reason for
this differences can be explained if the clusters already flew through each other. The
dark matter could keep its shape during a fly-through because it interacts with its
surroundings significantly less than ordinary matter. The gas, however, being sub-
ject to hydrodynamical processes that create shock waves, was subsequently slowed
down and is therefore still in the centre.
As we have seen, the bulk of the mass in a galaxy cluster is extended with a density
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FIGURE 1.3: Composite image of NGC1275 the brightest cluster galaxy of the Perseus cluster.
Hubble data from the Advanced Camera for Surveys covers visible-light wavelengths and is
shown in the red, green and blue. Radio data from NRAO’s Very Large Array at 0.91 m was
also used. In this composite image, dust lanes, star-forming regions, hydrogen filaments,
foreground stars, and background galaxies are contributions from the Hubble optical data.
The X-ray data contributes to the soft but violet shells around the outside of the centre. The
pinkish lobes toward the centre of the galaxy are from radio emission. The radio jets from the
black hole fill the X-ray cavities. Chandra data from the ACIS covers X-ray wavelengths from
0.1771 to 4.133 nm (0.3-7 KeV). From: https://spacetelescope.org/images/heic0817b/

profile that can even reach infinity. Because there is no obvious ‘edge’ to a cluster,
standard areas were defined for which the mass is then calculated. An example we
will see later is M500. This is the total mass confined to a region R500 where the den-
sity is 500 times higher than the critical density of the universe. The critical density
marks the transition between an open and a closed universe and can be calculated
from the Friedmann equations.

Cooling Flows

The ICM is constantly emitting high energy photons. This loss of energy is large
enough to cool 10 to 1000 solar masses of X-ray emitting plasma every year (A. C.
Fabian et al., 1974). Thus cooling flows have been postulated that can be derived
from the assumptions about hydrodynamical conditions in the ICM. The details of
the cooling process vary but in most models, parcels of cooling plasma collect at
the centre of a cluster. The X-ray emission is proportional to the square of the central
electron density. This leads to even more emission for clusters that already have high
central electron densities. Additionally, the pressure of the overlying ICM should
cause more gas to flow inwards once the gas in the core cools out. This positive

https://spacetelescope.org/images/heic0817b/
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feedback loop would eventually lead to a cooling catastrophe. Despite high central
electron densities being indeed observed the classical cooling flow model has been
ruled out by X-ray spectroscopic observations (Peterson and A. Fabian, 2006). If
the cooling catastrophe cannot be observed there needs to be another process that
heats the gas. Many possible mechanisms have been proposed (Li and Bryan, 2012),
whereas feedback from active galactic nuclei is considered to be the most plausible
(McNamara and Nulsen, 2007).
Fig. 1.3 shows a composite image of NGC1275. It can be seen that this galaxy shows
interesting dynamics in X-ray, radio and optical light. Furthermore this BCG con-
tains a super massive black hole and a cool core. One of the goals in this thesis is to
find out if the presence of a cool core impacts star forming regions and therefore the
stellar kinematics. In order to do this, the cool core has to be quantified.
Many cool core diagnostics exist for separating cool core and non-cool core clusters.
This thesis is concerned with the central cooling time and the central entropy. The
central region is defined as 0.00 < r < 0.048R500 (Hudson et al., 2010). The cooling
time tcool is defined as the time the gas would need until all of its thermal energy is
radiated away

tcool =
Egas, thermal

ε f f ≈ 8.5× 1010yr(
ne

10−3cm−3 )
−1(

Tg

108K
)1/2, (1.1)

with the electron density ne and gas temperature Tg. If the cooling time is smaller
than the Hubble time, cooling effects due to the radiative losses become notice-
able and the hydrostatic assumption is no longer valid (A. C. Fabian, 1994). Non-
cool core clusters can be separated from cool core cluster with a cooling time of
tcool, s = 7.7Gyrs (Hudson et al., 2010). The central entropy can be used to quantify
the heating and cooling in a system. For the ICM it is defined as

K = n−2/3
e Tg, (1.2)

with the electron density ne and gas temperature Tg. Hudson et al. (2010) set a
threshold value of K0 = 150keVcm2. In the simulation, a quantity is used that is
derived from these two properties. The coolcoreness is introduced in Hinz (2018)
and will be described in detail in section 4.2.

1.1.2 Galaxies - A Colourful and Diverse Crowd

A kingdom is nothing without its people. If the kingdom is a galaxy cluster, well
it is quite obvious that the people should be galaxies! We already got to know the
king: the brightest cluster galaxy in the centre of a galaxy cluster. Actually we have
already seen many galaxies in Fig. 1.2 and Fig. 1.3. They appear in different shapes
and colours. Every galaxy is unique. In order to make sense of this beautiful mess
people started categorising galaxies into digestible groups. The first person to cat-
egorise galaxies was Edwin Hubble who introduced classes according to the mor-
phological structure of their stars (Hubble, 1926).

A schematic illustration of the Hubble sequence of galaxies can be seen in Fig.
1.4. Reading from left to right, there is first the class of elliptical galaxies. They are
further separated by their degree of flatness or their ellipticity from spherically sym-
metric (0) to strongly ellipsoidal (7). Then he proposed a transition stage S0. These
are called lenticular galaxies. From there, the galaxy can evolve into either S galaxies
with a spherical central bulge or into SB galaxies with a central bar. They are further
separated by the amount of unwinding of their spiral arms, from tightly wound (a)
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FIGURE 1.4: A schematic illustration of the Hubble sequence of galaxies. Wikimedia com-
mons graphic, edited by the author.

to weakly wound (c). This diagram is also called Hubble’s ’tuning fork’ with the
galaxies on the left being ETGs and the galaxies on the right being LTGs. As men-
tioned in the introduction of this chapter, the evolutionary aspect of this scheme is
proven to be wrong e.g. (Ludwig Oser et al., 2010). If there are groups, there are
always things that will just not match. This is not any different for Hubble’s tuning
fork. Some of the galaxies that do not belong to any of these classes are the most
beautiful objects in our universe. NGC1275 looks like an elliptical galaxy at first
glance. Its strong flows of cold gas reaching towards the centre, resembling pecu-
liar spider-like structures, make it unique. According to the Morgan classification
scheme, it belongs to the cD type of galaxies like many other brightest cluster galax-
ies.
The colour of a galaxy is determined by the colour of its stars and the surrounding
gas. Much can be said about stellar properties and evolution but here is neither the
time nor place to describe things like nuclear fusion or the stellar main sequence. In
a galactic context, however, it is important to know that stars form in dense regions
of relatively cool gas. Only then the gas cloud can collapse and form dense objects
that will eventually start nuclear fusion. At z=2 (or roughly 3.5 billion years after the
Big Bang) most galaxies contain a lot of gas. At this point they are able to cool the gas
efficiently through radiation and form a lot of stars in their centres. This is observed
as the cosmic peak of star formation (Moster, 2013). Stars that form within a galaxy
are called in-situ stars. In-situ star formation is responsible for the blue colour of
galaxies. During 2 > z > 1 the observed star formation in galaxies decreases espe-
cially in more massive galaxies. Feedback mechanisms like stellar winds, growing
black holes and dying stars start to feed a hot gaseous halo that hinders the gas in-
flow from cold streams. From this time on, galaxies start to grow mainly through
mergers with other galaxies. The ‘new’ stars during this growth are stars from other
galaxies. Because these stars did not form within the galaxy they are called ex-situ
stars. If there is no ongoing star formation anymore the galaxies appear red. This is
called the two-phase scenario of galaxy growth (Ludwig Oser et al., 2010). Galaxies
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are usually disk galaxies with spiral arms during the first phase that become ellipti-
cal galaxies through merging.
Very massive stars can turn into black holes. Black holes are objects so massive and
so dense that even light is not fast enough to escape the gravitational pull if it comes
too close (closer than the Schwarzschild radius). Every massive ETG is believed to
exhibit a super massive black hole (SMBH) in its centre (Genzel and Eckart, 1999).
If a black hole does not emit anything that is sucked in - how is it possible that it can
heat the gaseous halo as stated above? Matter does not fall into the black hole in a
straight line. It forms an accretion disk around the black hole. Because the accretion
disk is a very dense cloud of gas and dust, friction starts to heat the disk. SMBHs
with an active accretion disk are called active galactic nuclei (AGN). Feedback from
AGNs can heat the gas in a galaxy tremendously through hot bubbles and jets.
As with galaxy clusters, the stars in galaxies are responsible for only a small frac-
tion of the total mass. That there had to be some hidden mass became clear when
the radial line-of-sight velocity profiles were observed in more detail. To make the
understanding of stellar orbits in a galaxy a bit easier, let us have a quick look at our
Solar System. The planets in our Solar System rotate once around the Sun in differ-
ent times. This is obvious because they are on different orbits. On closer inspection,
however, one finds that they also have different velocities on their orbits. The further
out they are the more slowly they orbit around the sun. A galaxy is obviously quite
different from a star. Entire books can be written about density profiles of galaxies.
But most of its visible mass is also concentrated in the centre. One would expect that
stars in the outskirts of a galaxy move more slowly. The observed velocity profiles,
however, show that stars move roughly with the same speeds even if they are at dif-
ferent distances from the centre (Oort, 1940)! Again, this can be explained with an
extended dark matter halo around the galaxy. Consequently the movement of the
stars, i.e. stellar kinematics, contains information about the galaxy that we cannot
observe directly.
We see that classifying galaxies based on their behaviour rather than classifying
them based on their looks might be the more sensible approach. There are many
different kinematical properties a galaxy can have and I will describe most of them
in detail in Chapter 2. Generally ETGs and LTGs show different kinematics. Gas
and stars of LTGs usually rotate fast and ordered around their centre in mostly cir-
cular orbits. Only their bulge components show random motion. The kinematics
for disk galaxies that show bars and rings can be much more complicated. ETGs on
the other hand seemed to have a rather modest diversity of stellar kinematics. Their
ellipsoidal appearance is mostly supported by random motion with high velocity
dispersion. The results of the Atlas3D survey (Cappellari, Emsellem, Krajnović, et
al., 2011), however, showed that ETGs show a wide variety of rotation patterns in
their centres.

1.1.3 A Never Ending Dance

BCGs are special ETGs with very high mass and a rich merger history that are ex-
posed to a unique cluster environment. It will be interesting to see which kinemat-
ical features they show and how they compare to ETGs in other parts of a cluster.
In order to understand a bit better where eventual differences might come from, we
have to have a little bit of a closer look at what happens when a galaxy interacts with
other galaxies or parts of the galaxy cluster. Information in this section is based on
Remus (2015).
As mentioned above, the most important mechanism for galaxy growth, especially
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for BCGs, is galaxy merging. If there is an encounter with two or more galaxies
where the differences in orbital energy and angular momentum are low enough,
they will eventually merge. The merging process is finished when the orbital energy
between the encountering galaxies is transferred to the internal energy of the newly
formed system. Thus, the lower these differences are, the quicker they merge.
The morphological and kinematical properties of the resulting galaxy strongly de-
pend on the mass ratio between the two progenitor galaxies. Usually the BCG is
much more heavy than the galaxies it merges with. If the mass ratio is below 1:3,
the type of merging is called a minor merger. Minor mergers can hardly alter the
morphological and kinematical properties of the BCG. However, being in the most
active region of the galaxy cluster, BCGs are likely to experience a lot of consecutive
minor mergers. This does indeed have an impact on the BCG. Especially because the
stars of the smaller galaxy are usually already ripped away in the outer region and
are therefore the main contributor of stars in the outer region, i.e. the intra cluster
light (ICL).
A major merger describes the merging event of galaxies with a mass fraction larger
than 1:3. In this case, the properties of the resulting galaxy depend on the properties
of both progenitor galaxies and the orbit of the encounter. There are only few to no
instances of major merger events for BCGs between 2 > z > 0 but if they happen
they have a significant impact on the BCG. This impact also differs greatly if there
is gas (wet merger). If gas is accreted through mergers with gas-rich galaxies the
star formation in the BCG can be fuelled. However, most of the galaxies in a galaxy
cluster, and especially the BCG, lost most of their gas a long time ago.
There are more effects that can happen between a BCG and surrounding galaxies
- especially if they have gas. They have usually a strong impact on the merging
satellite galaxy but a tiny effect on the BCG. Therefore, star bursts, strangulation, ha-
rassment, ram-pressure stripping etc. will not be discussed here. A final noteworthy
effect is tidal stripping. If a galaxy passes the BCG with a close distance, the galaxy
or parts of it might be torn apart. This does not have an impact of the BCG itself but
the stripped stars contribute to the ICL.
There is much more that can be said about galaxies and galaxy clusters. I think,
however, that this background is enough to understand the introduction of the kine-
matical properties and the conclusions derived from their evolution - with one major
exception. The BCGs in this thesis are numerical representations of brightest cluster
galaxies in our real universe. Albeit originating from a fully cosmological context,
there are fundamental differences that have to be kept in mind. The next section will
give a short introduction to the benefits and drawbacks of cosmological computer
simulations and serve as an overview of the technical specifications of the simulation
used in this thesis.

1.2 A Whole Universe Inside a Box

Computer simulations are a backbone of modern astrophysics and have driven ma-
jor advances in the understanding of our universe. This is because they open up
new dimensions for the investigation of astrophysical processes - quite literally. In
a computer simulation, all coordinates of the position of a particle i (xi, yi, zi), the
velocity (vi

x, vi
y, vi

z) and its mass mi are known for every time step t. As illustrated
with the example of a theatre screen in the introduction of this chapter, observers
have to work with much less information. They only see the x-component and the
y-component of an object. They measure different luminosities L for objects that
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are further away but their luminosities often depend on much more than just the
distance of that object. Distance measuring is a very complex subject that is often
accompanied with large errors. Because galactic processes happen on unimaginable
long timescales it seems like galactic objects are frozen in time. This makes the ob-
servation of the evolution of individual galaxies impossible. Although individual
objects can move with enormous velocities (hundreds of kilometres per second) the
distance they travel in observable time frames is undetectable. Their line of sight
velocity vz, however, can be measured with a trick. If an object is moving away from
an observer its light is shifted to lower frequencies just like an ambulance sounds
lower when it is driving away from you. It is important to note that this is a differ-
ent effect than the cosmological redshift that was introduced at the beginning of this
chapter.
If there are so many more observables for simulated galaxies why do we even keep
looking at the real ones? Simulated objects only follow the physical prescriptions
that we attribute to them. But space is governed by fundamental physical laws
that we might never be able to understand in their entire beauty. Every physical
prescription that we formulate is an approximation based on assumptions and/or
observations. With every iteration, however, we come one step closer to an adequate
description of truth. Gravity, for example, is relatively well understood. The earli-
est simulations of the cosmos were dark matter only simulations (Springel, S. D. M.
White, et al., 2005). These were able to reproduce many features we can observe
and helped constraining the cosmological parameters. With ordinary matter, things
become much more complicated. There are feedback processes and physics that hap-
pen on small scales. And this is where every simulation hits a boundary: resolution.
Because the memory of every computer is limited, there has to be a limit on the
number of discretization elements that make up the virtual cosmos. The discretiza-
tion elements in the simulation used for this thesis are particles. Since cosmological
simulations want to reproduce known densities, this resolution limit is given by a
minimum mass for each particle. Particles are points in space with different proper-
ties. Dark matter particles, for example, only interact gravitationally. There are also
stellar particles that interact with each other and gas particles in various ways. These
stellar particles usually have masses that are orders of magnitudes larger than their
real-life counterparts: stars. Therefore a stellar particle represents a whole bunch of
stars that are confined to a single point in space. While this seems very different
from the truth on small scales, it is a good approximation for galaxies that can con-
tain thousands of stellar particles.
Every simulation is described by some key features. First box size and the num-
ber of particles. The higher the box size the stronger is the cosmological context.
The higher the number of particles the smaller the minimum mass. This means a
higher resolution. The simulation I use for my thesis is the high resolution version
of Box 2 of the MAGNETICUM Pathfinder-Simulation set. It contains 2× 15843 par-
ticles in a volume of (352Mpc/h)3. This results in a mass for dark matter particles
of 6.9 × 108M�/h and gas particles with a mass of 1.4 × 108M�/h. The heart of
each simulation are the algorithms that compute the interaction between particles.
The way they work and how they differ is a whole topic in and of itself and will
not be described here. But note that there are specific algorithms for the calculation
of gravity and hydrodynamics (properties like gas temperature and pressure). This
simulation uses a tree/particle mesh (TreePM) code to calculate gravity. The hydro-
dynamics are calculated with with an extended version of the SPH-Code GADGET-
2 (Springel, 2005) called P-GADGET-3. Then there are different processes that are
modelled semi-analytically or empirically because the necessary resolution is not
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high enough. Such models included in the MAGNETICUM simulation are: Cooling,
star formation and stellar winds following Springel and Hernquist (2003). Metals,
stellar populations and chemical enrichment according to Tornatore et al. (2003).
Black holes and AGN feedback are modelled according to Fabjan et al. (2010) with
various improvements by Hirschmann et al. (2014). Thermal conduction further de-
scribed in K. Dolag, Jubelgas, et al. (2004). A low viscosity scheme is implemented
to track turbulences (K. Dolag, Vazza, et al., 2005) with improvements from Beck
et al. (2015). Finally, magnetic fields are implemented according to K. Dolag and
Stasyszyn (2009). Halos and subhalos are identified using the SubFind algorithm
(K. Dolag, Borgani, et al., 2009). The MAGNETICUM pathfinder simulations use a
WMAP7 cosmology taken from Komatsu et al., 2010, with the cosmological param-
eters Ω0 = 0.272, ΩΛ = 0.728, and H0 = 70.4.
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Chapter 2

Parodos: Kinematical Properties

Given the background information provided in the previous chapter it is now pos-
sible to focus on the BCGs of BOX 4 in the MAGNETICUM simulation. I divide my
research into two parts. The first part leaves the time dimension out of the discus-
sion. All properties are investigated at present time, i.e. redshift zero (z=0). These
results will be compared with observational data which themselves only exist for a
specific galaxy at one specific redshift. After we convinced ourselves that the simu-
lated BCGs are indeed good toy models for real BCGs (at least at z=0), their evolution
through time will be set in relation to the evolution of environmental properties in
part two. It is likely that properties do not evolve in parallel but instead influence
each other on different time scales. Furthermore, they could not even depend on
absolute values but on their respective changes over time. Therefore, the time di-
mension is essential for that part of the analysis.
In the following I will use terms that need a bit of explanation to be precise. Con-
cerning observations, I will frequently use the words galaxy cluster and galaxy as
described in Chapter 1. The simulation analogues are halo and subhalo respectively.
I use the term BCG for both observations and simulations. In my case a BCG is the
first subhalo of a parent halo with a virial mass of Mvir > 1014M�. The first subhalo
is connected to the main overdensity from which local overdensities lead to the con-
struction of additional subhalos. This mass threshold for the parent halo is chosen
to differentiate between BCGs and centrals of groups. I only consider subhalos at
all if they have a stellar mass of M∗ > 5× 1011M� which is a reasonable minimum
mass for BCGs. These masses and many of the following properties are calculated
by SubFind on-the-fly (K. Dolag, Borgani, et al., 2009). It is important to note that
for BCGs this is the total stellar mass (ICL+BCG). When talking about stellar mass
in this and the following chapter this is the referred mass unless stated differently.
We will see later that the minimum mass of our classified sample lies well above this
threshold.

2.1 The Brightest Cluster Galaxies of the Simulation

Mass and number density of galaxy clusters are global properties with central im-
portance to cosmology because the halo mass function is dependent on cosmological
parameters. Since this link is established the relation between halos and subhalos
can be tested.
First, the subhalo-halo mass relationship is investigated. It is obvious that a more
massive halo should inhibit a more massive BCG. For a good agreement with obser-
vations, the slope should be well fit as well.
On the left side of Fig. 2.1 the relationship between M500 and M∗ is shown with
M∗ being the stellar mass within an aperture of 0.05× R500. This includes the BCG
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FIGURE 2.1: Stellar mass in an aperture of 0.05× R500 of subhalos in
relation to other properties compared with observational data taken
from Kravtsov, Vikhlinin, and Meshcheryakov (2014). Left: The sub

mass-halo mass relationship, right: Mass-Size relation.

and stellar light from the halo without contamination from other subhalos in that
aperture. Modelling the BCG and its outer regions (the ICL) separately is difficult in
practice therefore this combination makes for the easiest comparison. The aperture is
chosen to be very small because this has the lowest error in the observation. Accord-
ing to (Kravtsov, Vikhlinin, and Meshcheryakov, 2014) the magnitude of the errors
is so small that they did not quote them in their work. Selected BCGs are coloured
in orange and non-selected subhalos in light grey. BCGs fulfil the criteria described
above and non-selected subhalos only have the minimum stellar mass. The border
between satellites and BCGs at M500 > 0.5× 1014M� seems arbitrary. However, this
border had to be placed somewhere because the first subhalo of a halo is not always
guaranteed to be a BCG. For low masses it could also be a central of a galaxy group
or just an isolated galaxy. By ensuring that the parent halo of a minimum mass of
Mvir = 1014M� these cases are unlikely. Note how there is scatter below the orange
cloud. These are the very massive satellites of the more massive halos. The obser-
vational data taken from Kravtsov, Vikhlinin, and Meshcheryakov (2014) is shown
in blue ticks. For lower halo masses the masses of the simulated BCGs fit the ob-
servations quite well. For higher halo masses the BCG masses are roughly a factor
of 2 higher than their observational counterparts. In other words the slope of the
relation is overestimated slightly in the simulation. The non-selected subhalos with
halo masses Mvir > 1014M� are usually massive satellite companions of BCGs. It
can be seen that those follow the trend in the observations more closely.
On the right hand side the mass size relation is displayed. In order to calculate
the stellar half mass radius all stars within 10% of the virial radius of the halo are se-
lected. Now these particles are sorted by their distance to the centre of the cluster. By
summing up all the masses of stellar particles in this order a point will be reached
where this sum equals half of the total stellar mass in that region. The half mass
radius is the distance to the centre of the first particle after which the sum would
exceed half the total stellar mass.

R1/2 = |x0 − xi| (2.1)
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with i such that

|x0 − xi| < |x0 − xi+1| and M = ∑
i

mi ≥ M∗/2, (2.2)

where xi is the three dimensional position of particle i and mi is the stellar mass of
particle i. Kravtsov, Vikhlinin, and Meshcheryakov (2014) calculate the half mass
radii with a three-component Sérsic fit to the stellar surface density profiles and
measure the projected radius containing half of the total stellar mass measured by
extrapolating the best fit three-component fit to infinity. The effective radius is then
converted into the 3D half-mass radius using R1/2 = 1.34Re.
All observational data lies within the range spanned by the simulated BCGs. The
relation becomes even more similar by remembering that high stellar masses are
overestimated by roughly a factor of 2.
It can be concluded that although the masses of the simulated BCGs are a bit over-
estimated in the high-mass regime their internal structure, as far as the half-mass
radius goes, resembles observations very well. Thus making the simulated BCGs
good models for further investigation. Especially since they all emerged from a fully
cosmological context.

2.2 Velocity Maps

As described in section 1.2, the power of simulations is to have three dimensional
data. However, in order to compare with observations the data has to be projected
onto 2D-maps. There are many properties that can be displayed in maps, e.g. tem-
perature, density or luminosity. These are all statistical properties of a large sample
of particles. The maps relevant for my thesis display kinematical information. Every
particle in the simulation has three dimensional velocities. These velocities have to
be projected and combined in a statistically useful way. The construction of velocity
maps and calculation of many properties presented here is based on work done by
Felix Schulze (F. Schulze et al., 2018).

2.2.1 Construction

Preparing Particles

The velocities displayed in this thesis are selected in the following way. First every
stellar particle within 0.1Rvir that belongs to the first subhalo of the halo is selected.
This means there is non-negligible contribution of the intra-cluster light (ICL) since
particles that cannot be associated with smaller subhalos are associated with the cen-
tral subhalo by construction. Then the stars are rotated edge-on in the sense that the
inertia matrix of the stars is diagonalized. Turning all subhalos edge-on introduces a
selection bias that has to be kept in mind when comparing to observations. However
this makes it easier to compare subhalos from the same simulation. The major axis
lies on the x-axis. Following that the positions of the stars are shifted into the centre
of mass frame and the velocities of the stars are shifted into the centre of momentum
frame. This sets the peculiar motion to zero.
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FIGURE 2.2: Schematic for Voronoi cells constructed by individual
pixels

Combining Particles

There are three layers of abstraction introduced by combining different particles to-
gether. The bottom layer are the individual particles in a box with height and width
of one stellar half mass radius R1/2 and a depth of 0.1Rvir. The depth of the box
is chosen this way because it is impossible for observers to differentiate the LoS-
coordinates of stars within one galaxy. The second layer of abstraction is a grid
with 200× 200 pixels. Each individual pixel has therefore a height and a width of
0.005R1/2 and a depth of 0.1Rvir. Stars are combined in pixels because statistical mo-
tions are of interest and not individual motions. However the density, i.e. resolution,
in the central region is much higher than in the outskirts. To keep the signal to noise
ratio constant in each area a third layer of abstraction is introduced. Different pixels
are combined into Voronoi cells. Following the density, virtual points are put into
the plane. Every pixel that is closer to point A than to any other point X is combined
to a Voronoi cell VA. This procedure is schematically displayed in Fig. 2.2. Now
the pixels have been combined into meaningful groups and it is possible to perform
calculations on them. From here on I call Voronoi cells cells and grid pixels pixels.

Fitting Particles

The line of sight velocities of the stars within a cell are distributed randomly around
a mean value. This distribution is assumed to be Gaussian with a specific skewness
and kurtosis. Since every cell is the sum of several pixels this assumption is backed
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up by the central limit theorem. The random variable is the line of sight velocity v
and the sample size is the number of stars in each cell. The moments of the distribu-
tion µ, σ, h3 and h4 describe the kinematics of the stars in one cell and are acquired
by fitting the data with a Gaussian distribution that is extended with Hermite poly-
nomials

L(w) =
1√
2πσ

exp[−0.5w2(1 +
n

∑
i=3

hi Hi(w))], (2.3)

with w = (v− µ)/σ and where

H3(w) =
1√
6
(2
√

2w3 − 3
√

2w),

H4(w) =
1√
24

(4y4 − 12y2 + 3).

A detailed explanation of higher order moments can be found in van der Marel
and Franx (1993). How the higher order moments h3 and h4 affect the line-of-sight
velocity distribution (LOSVD) is displayed in Fig. 2.3. Generally, an arbitrarily ex-
tended Gaussian can be described with n moments. We use n ≤ 4 and Fig. 2.4 illus-
trates why. Displayed is a bootstrapping of the four fitting parameters. Each colour
represents a different Voronoi cell. The five Voronoi cells lie next to each other and
are for this purpose comprised of 400 particles. An increasing number of particles
is randomly drawn within each bin and the fitting parameters are determined. Each
number of particles is drawn 150 times. The arithmetic mean of the resulting fitting
parameter is displayed on the y-axis. As can be seen the statistical error decreases
with increasing number of drawn particles.

FIGURE 2.3: The extended gaussian distribution for several values of
h3 and h4. The curves in the left panel have h4 = 0 and demonstrate
the effect of nonzero h3. The peak of the distribution occurs at nega-
tive v for h3 > 0 and vice versa. The right panel shows curves with
h3 = 0 and demonstrate the effect of nonzero h4. The extended gaus-
sian is more centrally peaked than a standard Gaussian with h4 > 0
and more flat-topped than a standard Gaussian for h4 < 0. This is

Fig. 1 in (van der Marel and Franx, 1993).
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FIGURE 2.4: Bootstrapping of the four fitting parameters: mean ve-
locity µ, standard deviation σ and higher moments h3 and h4. Each
colour represents one of six neighbouring Voronoi cells which consist
of 400 particles. The number of drawn particles is displayed on the
x-axis. Each number of particles is drawn 150 times and the respec-
tive mean fitting parameter is displayed on the y-axis. The error bars
represent the statistical standard deviation for each number of drawn
particles. The solid black lines indicates the number of particles we

chose in order to resolve the moments of the distribution.
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FIGURE 2.5: Stellar velocity fields for 36 ETG slow rotators in the
ATLAS 3D sample taken from Emsellem, Cappellari, Krajnović, et
al. (2011). The solid black contour correspond to a representative
isophote and the centre of the galaxy is indicated by a cross. From
top to bottom, left to right, the order follows the (increasing) dynami-
cal mass values. The names of the galaxies and their Hubble types (E

or S0) are also indicated.

In short, the problem is one of resolution. Resolution of the map, i.e. more cells,
comes at a cost of resolution of each Voronoi cell. But for the map to be meaningful
at all each cell has to be resolved. This is the case when it is possible to properly
distinguish neighbouring cells, i.e. the values of neighbouring cells differ by at least
one standard deviation. Lower order moments are much more constrained than
higher order moments. While µ and σ are separated at around 150 particles per cell,
h3 and h4 are reasonably well separated at 300 particles per pixel. Hence a minimum
particle number of Nmin = 300 is set for all cells.
The higher order moments depend on the stellar orbits of a galaxy and are difficult
to interpret. Some interpretations connect the presence of a stellar disk in early-type
galaxies with asymmetric line profiles (van der Marel and Franx, 1993). Especially
for fast rotating galaxies a strong anti-correlation between h3 and V/σ has been ob-
served (Bender, Saglia, and Gerhard, 1994). The origin is attributed to z-tube orbits
in Röttgers, Naab, and Ludwig Oser (2014). h4 is an indicator of radial anisotropy
if it is positive or tangential anisotropy if it is decreased (Gerhard (1993), van der
Marel and Franx (1993)). A bar or disk regrowth in bulges can lead to more complex
signatures in h3 and h4 (Bureau and Athanassoula (2005), Naab and Burkert (2001)).

2.2.2 Rotational Patterns

The dynamical structure of a galaxy can now be illustrated by colouring each cell
according to their mean LoS-velocity. Receding movement is colour coded in red
and approaching movement is colour coded in blue. An example of this can be seen
in Fig. 2.5. For easier comparison, the outer photometric axis was used to align
all galaxies horizontally. Some galaxies show rotating centres with no rotation in the
outskirts, others show fast rotation far outside the representative isophote and others
do not show significant rotation at all. Furthermore, we see that the Hubble types
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(A) Radial λR profiles for fast rotators (blue)
and slow rotators (red).

(B) Histogram of minimum values of λR. The mean
value is marked with a dashed line.

FIGURE 2.6: λR properties.

cannot be used as a proxy for kinematics. Some galaxies of type E show rotation
while others do not and the same for galaxies of type S0. Another classification
scheme has to be introduced.

2.2.3 Global Properties

The simplest classification scheme is one with two different classes based on one
single number. This can be achieved with the angular momentum proxy.

Angular Momentum Proxy

General interest lies in quantifying the relative amount of stellar rotation in a system.
This is can be achieved by calculating 〈|V|〉/σ. If the fraction is large then ordered
motion is high compared to random motion, effectively describing the dynamical
state of ETGs. To investigate the difference between large scale and small scale rota-
tion, however, there is another parameter that takes the global velocity structure into
account (Emsellem, Cappellari, Peletier, et al., 2004). This is the angular momentum
proxy

λR =
〈R|V|〉w

〈R
√

V2 + σ2〉w
, (2.4)

where R is the projected radius, V the line-of-sight velocity and σ the projected ve-
locity dispersion. w denotes that this is a weighted average. Observations weigh
with fluxes. In simulations, these are replaced with stellar masses, assuming a con-
stant mass-to-light ratio within each galaxy. In practice the formula transforms into

λR =
∑Nc

i=1 MiRi|Vi|

∑Nc
i=1 MiRi

√
Vi

2
+ σi

2
, (2.5)

where Nc is the total number of Voronoi cells described above. This reduces arti-
ficial statistical noise to a minimum. The mean projected velocity Vi and projected
velocity dispersion σi are obtained by the fitting routine in every cell as described
in section 2.2.1. λR takes values between 0 and 1. For a purely rotational supported
system, λR tends to unity and for a dispersion dominated system, λR tends to zero.
Furthermore, λR can be used to distinguish between patterns of rotation. The first
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pattern is low rotation in outer regions. No matter if they have high rotation in the
cores or not they usually have λR < 0.1. For λR > 0.1 galaxies have high rotation
in outer regions. Fig. 2.6a illustrates this behaviour well. From here on, galaxies
of the first class will be called slow rotators and galaxies of the second class will be
called fast rotators. In Fig. 2.6a slow rotators are coloured in red and fast rotators are
coloured in blue. It can be seen that despite some slow rotators having high central
rotation, they have decreasing profiles and by definition a total λR < 0.1. Fast rota-
tors can have low central rotation but are always mildly to very fast rotating in the
outer regions (Emsellem, Cappellari, Krajnović, et al. (2011)). Slow and fast rotating
galaxies have very different dynamical properties, which suggests that there are at
least two formation paths for creating the two kinematic classes in early-type galax-
ies (Naab, L. Oser, et al., 2014). van de Sande et al. (2017) suggest that the formation
history is even more complex and cannot be divided into two paths because of dif-
ferent behaviour in the higher order moments.
Regarding this thesis it is important to note that for slowly rotating systems the bias
introduced by the resolution limit is substantial. Assuming all velocities to be zero
such that v + ∆v = σ/

√
N there is always λR,min > 0. A histogram of λR,min for the

397 classified BCGs (the process of classification is described in 2.3) is displayed in
Fig. 2.6b. It can be seen that λR,min takes values between 0.05 and 0.15 with a mean
of λR,min = 0.10. Therefore it is impossible for most simulated BCGs in my sample to
be below the slow rotator line just because of numerical noise. A more sophisticated
way of dividing these two groups is described in Emsellem, Cappellari, Krajnović,
et al. (2007). Generally, λR depends on the shape of the galaxy. This brings us to our
first global morphological parameter, the ellipticity ε.

Ellipticity

Generally, the ellipticity ε of an object is given by ε = 1− b/a where a denotes the
semi-major and b denotes the semi-minor axis. The ellipticity is calculated within a
given aperture and is dependent on that aperture. Therefore an iterative approach is
taken to calculate the ellipticity in this thesis following Cappellari, Emsellem, Bacon,
et al. (2007). Beginning with the calculation of ε0 within a circular aperture with a di-
ameter of 2R1/2, the aperture is refined 15 times. Each time this aperture is an ellipse
with εn−1 scaled such that it contains the same mass as before. Since higher elliptic-
ities are found in more extreme objects a scaling between λR and ε is expected. In
order to take this scaling into account, the slow rotator - fast rotator - line is defined
as

λR = 0.31
√

ε. (2.6)

The ellipticity is a morphological parameter that is mainly used for ETGs since the
ellipticity of LTGs is extremely dependent on the viewing angle. A disk can seem
round if viewed face-on and like a line if it is turned edge-on. Since all of our selected
BCGs are expected to be ETGs because of their high mass and the large amount of
mergers, they experience in the centre of a galaxy cluster this is not of too much
concern. But how can we back up our intuition with quantitative data?

b-Value

We already saw that the origin of ETGs and LTGs goes back to the Hubble sequence.
Therefore, we could investigate all galaxies individually and classify them. This is
tedious and introduces human bias. Fall (1983) introduced a model that predicts
that galaxies follow a 2D surface in a 3D space of specific angular momentum log j∗,
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stellar mass log M∗ and bulge fraction β∗. Disks and bulges follow separate scaling
relations of the form j∗ ∝ Mα

∗ with α = 0.67± 0.07 but offset from each other with a
factor of 8± 2. This suggests that the distribution of galaxies with different β∗ in the
M∗ − j∗ Plane is a physically based alternative to the Hubble sequence.
In order to effectively parametrise the position of a galaxy in the M∗− j∗ Plane Teklu
et al. (2015) introduced the b-value which is defined as

b = log(
j∗

kpc km/s
)− 2

3
log(M∗/M�) (2.7)

with

j∗ =
|∑N

j=1 miri × vi|
∑N

j=1 mi
. (2.8)

The b-value parametrises the offset between bulges and disks. Teklu et al. (2015)
showed that at z=0 objects with b ≈ −4 are disc-like galaxies, followed by a smooth
transition to elliptical galaxies with decreasing b-value.

Mean Higher Order Moments

To describe the anisotropy of the velocity field of the whole galaxy, the mean higher
order moments h3 and h4 can be used. They are derived by fitting every particle of
one subhalo within 2R1/2 with the extended Gaussian (Eqn. 2.3). This makes this in
a sense a luminosity weighted average because there are more particles in the centre
than in the outskirts. Note that this is different than averaging the h3 and h4 values
for every cell.

2.3 Classification

As we have seen in Section 2.2.2, velocity maps carry much more information than
what could be expressed in one number. Although λR takes different values depend-
ing on how the system is supported by ordered motion, there is still ambiguity. A
regular rotator could have the same λR as a prolate rotator even though they might
have very different formation histories. Therefore, it makes sense to classify them
individually based directly on what pattern we see in the velocity maps.

For our classification we distinguished between four different groups: non-rotator,
regular rotators, prolate rotators and distinct cores. Examples for each can be seen in
Fig. 2.7. Non-rotators (NR) are characterised by overall low velocities and no appar-
ent velocity structure. Regular rotators (RR) feature a rotational supported velocity
structure around the minor axis out to one R1/2 and farther. Their velocities are on
average among the highest in all four classes. Prolate rotators (PR) are similar to
regular rotators but instead rotate around the major axis and generally have lower
velocities. The last class, the distinct cores (DC), show strong rotation within the
centre but low to no rotation in the outskirts. Some maps show a combination of
different structures. If the rotational axis is tilted and cannot be categorised as either
a regular rotator or a prolate rotator, a lowercase t is added. If for example a dis-
tinct core rotates around the major axis a lower case p is added. For simplicity these
additions were dropped later on. We applied these criteria while classifying the 650
most massive subhalos. The procedure was as follows: All subhalos were sorted by
mass. In order to minimise human bias, four of us classified 650 subhalos each on
their own. Subhalos with smaller stellar masses did not have enough resolution to
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FIGURE 2.7: Examples for each kinematical group based on their ve-
locity structure. Each panel measures 2R1/2 × 2R1/2. Minimum and
Maximum velocities are indicated on the colour bar below. The con-
tour lines mark the area where (from inner to outer) 30%, 50%, 70%,
80%, 90%, 95% and 99% of particles are contained. All galaxies are

seen edge-on with their major axis on the x-axis.

make any useful estimates. Following that each subhalo was put in the group where
most agreed with each other. When there were two votes for class A and two votes
for class B the subhalo was marked as unclassifiable. For some galaxies everyone
agreed that this map is not classifiable, e.g. with clear signs of mergers. From the
650 galaxies 253 were either marked as unclassifiable or were non-selected subhalos
leaving us with 397 BCGs to study their internal velocity structures.
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Chapter 3

Parodos: Stellar Kinematics at
Redshift Zero

3.1 Classification

The velocity maps of the 48 most massive BCGs and their respective classifications
are displayed in Fig. 3.2. It is obvious that even for the most massive BCGs, the reso-
lution is much lower than the resolution for subhalos in BOX 4 of the MAGNETICUM

simulation (Felix Schulze, Remus, and Klaus Dolag, 2017). Nonetheless it was pos-
sible to classify most of them.
The results are displayed in Fig. 3.1. It can be seen that the non-rotators comprise
the largest fraction of galaxies with 69% followed by regular rotators with 18% and
there is only a minor fraction of prolate rotators (8%) and distinct cores (5%). To-
tal stellar masses range from log M∗/M� = 12.3 to log M∗/M� = 13.25 with the
heaviest classified BCG being a prolate rotator. This is significantly different to the
classification of the subhalos in F. Schulze et al. (2018). There the largest fraction was
that of the regular rotators with 69% followed by a non-rotator fraction of 14%. It is
important to note, however, that the masses of these subhalos are significantly lower,
starting at around log M∗/M� = 10.3 and barely reaching log M∗/M� = 12.0. This
difference is part due to the contribution of the ICL for this sample of BCGs.

FIGURE 3.1: Pie Chart that displays the different fractions of kinematical groups in our sam-
ple of 397 BCGs.
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FIGURE 3.2: Velocity maps of the first 48 BCGs in our sample ordered
from left to right and top to bottom in stellar mass.
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The upper two panels of Fig. 3.4 show how the rotational patterns of the subhalos
in BOX 4 are distributed among different mass bins. It can be seen that the relative
fraction of regular rotators with respect to the other kinematical types is decreasing
for increasing mass bins (I ignore the last bin due to its small sample size). Fig. 3.3
can be seen as a mass extension of the upper two panels in Fig. 3.4.
From the plot on the left side it is clear that the total number of BCGs in each mass
bin decreases for higher masses. Since we already saw that more massive halos
carry more massive BCGs, this is a result of the halo mass function. For the non-
rotators the bulk of BCGs is in the lowest mass bin with each more massive bin
having roughly one half of the galaxies in the bin before. This behaviour is similar
for all kinematical types. But how are the kinematical types distributed in each mass
bin? It can be seen that the fraction of non-rotators decreases significantly for higher
masses. This is contrary to what we would expected from the trend in Fig. 3.4.
The increasing fraction of the other three kinematical types can be explained by this
decrease of the non-rotator fraction. It could be that the high non-rotator fractions
result from low spatial resolution of low mass velocity maps. If a map is not resolved
it can appear to be random motion leading to the classification as a non-rotator.
Therefore, the bin with the highest mass appears most trustworthy. Nevertheless,
high non-rotator fractions are expected because massive galaxies (especially BCGs)
have a rich merger history. Therefore, these galaxies generally appear as classical
ellipsoidal galaxies with low disk-like rotation.
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FIGURE 3.3: These Histograms show the relative frequencies of each kinematical type split
into 4 logarithmic mass bins each with ∆ log M∗ = 0.2. The lowest mass bin contains 197
BCGs followed by 111, in the next 53 and 36 in the heaviest. Left: Relative to the total

amount of each class. Right: relative to the total amount in each mass bin.

FIGURE 3.4: Main panel: λR versus M∗ for all ETGs in
MAGNETICUM Box4. The different rotational patterns are indicated with symbols and
colours as in the legend. Middle panel: Relative percentage of each kinematical group at the
different stellar mass bins, colour-coded as in the lower panel. Upper panel: the number of
galaxies of a certain kinematical group at different stellar mass bins normalised by the total
number of galaxies within each group. The different kinematical groups are colour-coded as

in the legend. This is Fig. B1 in F. Schulze et al. (2018).
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FIGURE 3.5: Relation between angular momentum proxy λR and b-value. Each kinematical
type is indicated with symbol and colour as in the legend. The dashed line marks the reso-
lution limit of the simulation. The solid black curve represents the prediction of a theoretical

model outlined in F. Schulze et al. (2018)
for a galaxy with M∗ = 5× 1012M�.

3.1.1 b-Value

F. Schulze et al. (2018) showed that there is a strong distinction between non-rotators
and regular rotators based on b-value, where few non rotators show b-values below
−5.0 with an average of b = −5.3 and few regular rotators with b-values above
−5.0 with an average of b = −4.7. Classical spheroidal galaxies usually have higher
masses than disk-like galaxies and therefore it seems logical that with higher masses
the fraction of non-rotators increases. Fig. 3.5 shows the b-values for all classified
galaxies. A clear separation between non-rotating and regular rotating BCGs can be
seen here as well. They also follow the curve as predicted in the same paper for a
galaxy with M∗ = 5× 1012M� that is slightly shallower. The shallowness can be
explained with BCGs having large half mass radii. The exception are only some
BCGs that scatter to higher rotation for intermediate b. Since the b− λR plane can
be reproduced with the classified BCGs, the majority seems to be classified correctly.
The decreasing non-rotator fractions need a different explanation. But let us put this
question aside until there is more information about their evolution and focus on the
stellar kinematics that already appeared twice in these plots.
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FIGURE 3.6: Different combinations of mean absolute stellar velocities < |v| >, standard
deviation of the velocity distribution σ and total stellar mass M∗. The different kinematical

groups are indicated by colour as in the legend.

3.2 Stellar Kinematics

In Fig. 3.6, different combinations of mean absolute stellar velocities < |v| >, stan-
dard deviation of the velocity distribution σ and stellar mass M∗ are displayed. It
can be seen that velocity and velocity dispersion increase with stellar mass such that
their fraction stays constant for increasing mass. For the angular momentum proxy
that will be discussed in the following the velocities and dispersions in each cell are
important.

3.2.1 Angular Momentum Proxy

In Fig. 3.7a the λR − ε plane is displayed for classified, unclassified BCGs and ob-
served galaxies. For all three of these groups most galaxies are slow rotators. Notice
how the simulated BCGs cannot reach very low λR-values. A large fraction scatters
around the resolution limit. We can conclude that at these velocities we are mostly
sampling noise and the values would decrease with higher resolution. This thresh-
old is only 50% higher than in BOX 4 but combined with the fact that most subhalos
at this mass range are slow-rotators this can explain why many subhalos were clas-
sified as non-rotators.
Nonetheless they are still below the slow rotator/fast rotator separation line. The
stellar movement in observed galaxies is not dependent on the resolution of the tele-
scope. Therefore there is no resolution limit for the observed sample. Additionally
to resolution, another difference between simulated and observed galaxies are the
ellipticities. Even though most simulated BCGs at this mass range are slow rotators
and therefore non-extreme objects, they show large ellipticities. This is in part ex-
plained by the fact that all simulated BCGs are turned edge on for the calculation
of ε. Therefore the ellipticities are at a maximum. Whereas the ellipticities of the
observed galaxies are randomly distributed between the minimum and maximum
values. High ellipticites are also found in other simulations (Bois et al., 2011).
A lot of information is contained in the distribution of the galaxies. Note how an
overwhelming fraction of non-rotators lies on the resolution limit. Regular rotators
and distinct cores have a non-negligible fraction that scatters to higher values. Some-
times even being fast rotators. This shows that a majority of non-rotators are indeed
slowly rotating (the values here are an upper limit) and are not falsely classified due
to small resolution in the maps. It is expected that rotationally supported galaxies
like the fast rotators and distinct cores can reach higher λR-values than non-rotators.
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Out of the 273 non-rotators only 2 are fast rotating (0.7%). The prolate rotators have
a fraction of 12.5% fast rotating galaxies. These fractions are a lot higher for distinct
cores (30%) and regular rotators (32%). Although in total the fraction of fast rotating
galaxies is vanishingly low with less than 1%. Much more unclassified BCGs scatter
to higher λR which is only in part due to a bigger sample size. There is also a consid-
erable fraction of observed galaxies that are fast rotators. To understand this fact we
have to have again a look at their masses. In Fig. 3.7b the dependence between λR
and M∗ is illustrated. For the sake of comparison the stellar masses for the classified
BCGs are calculated within 10% Rvir. The stellar masses of the unclassified sample is
calculated from the total stellar mass with a fraction of 40%, following Remus, Klaus
Dolag, and Hoffmann (2017). There is a significant difference between the masses
of the observed and the classified BCGs. The highest masses are populated by the
classified BCGs ranging from around log M∗/M� = 12.1 to log M∗/M� = 13.0.
The lowest masses are populated by the unclassified and MASSIVE galaxies rang-
ing from around log M∗/M� = 11.5 to log M∗/M� = 12.2. We can suspect that
there is a trend between λR and stellar mass.
Fig. 3.8 shows similar plots for observed galaxies with a wider range of masses.
Fig. 3.8a shows the λR − ε plane of 260 ATLAS 3D galaxies. The dotted magenta
line show the edge-on view for ellipsoidal galaxies integrated up to infinity with
β = 0.70 × ρ. The solid magenta line is the corresponding curve restricted to an
aperture at 1Re and for β = 0.65× ρ. The black dashed lines correspond to the loca-
tion of galaxies with intrinsic ellipticities εintr = 0.85, 0.75, 0.65, 0.55, 0.45, 0.35 along
the relation given for an aperture of 1Re with the viewing angle going from edge-on
(on the relation) to face-on (towards the origin).
For our purpose of comparing the two samples, their masses are most important.
Note how most massive galaxies lie below the fast rotator/slow rotator separation
line. And that is already for masses log M∗/M� = 11.5. Lower than the minimum
mass of the MASSIVE sample and an order of magnitude smaller than the classi-
fied BCGs. Fig. 3.8b shows that the change between fast rotation and slow rotation
happens quite abruptly at a mass cut of around log M∗/M� = 11.5 as can be seen
clearly from the histogram in the top panel.
We can conclude that the fraction of slow rotators becomes suddenly larger for all
galaxies with a mass above log M∗/M� = 11.5. The 297 BCGs of our sample under-
line this observation by being mostly slow rotators.
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(A) The λR − ε plane. The solid green line shows the slow rotator/fast rotator separation line. The
solid magenta line is the corresponding curve restricted to an aperture at 1Re and for β = 0.65× ρ.

(B) λR vs central stellar mass M∗.

FIGURE 3.7: Relationship between λR and central stellar mass M* (bottom), ellipticity ε
(top) for 397 classified galaxies, 851 non-classified galaxies (grey plus signs) and 78 observed
galaxies (solid black dots) from the MASSIVE survey described in Veale et al. (2017). The
different galaxies are indicated with different colours and symbols as in the legend. The

dashed black line marks the resolution limit of the sample.
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(A) λR versus ε for all 260 ATLAS 3D galaxies. Mass is indicated by colour and size
of the symbol as indicated. For details on the different lines see text. This is Fig. 9 in

Emsellem, Cappellari, Krajnović, et al. (2011)

(B) λR versus Mvir for ETGs from the SAURON sample. The top panel shows his-
tograms of Mvir for both slow (red) and fast rotators (blue). This is Fig. 7 in Emsellem,

Cappellari, Krajnović, et al. (2007)

FIGURE 3.8: Observed relationship of λR against two different properties. Top: ellipticity ε
and bottom: virial Mass Mvir.
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3.2.2 Higher Order Moments

The resolution line in Fig. 3.7 illustrates how hard it is to properly resolve kine-
matics. For the higher order moments an even higher resolution is needed. This
resolution is assured with a high particle number in each cell as described in section
2.2.1 but let us see how well the kinematics of the BCGs in our sample compare to
observations.
For comparing large samples of galaxies it is useful to define a single property for
the whole galaxy. In this case, these are the mass weighted higher order moments
for the whole BCG as described in section 2.2.3. Fig. 3.9 shows hn versus central
stellar mass log M∗/M� with n = 3, 4 for the same three groups as in section 3.2.1.
Obviously, we see the same mass trends as before. This makes a comparison slightly
more difficult. However, it is unavoidable due lacking observational data for very
high masses. Nevertheless, most galaxies in all three samples are slow rotators and
should therefore have similar behaviour in hn as well. We can see that this is indeed
the case. All three samples scatter around < h3 >= 0 in Fig. 3.9a and < h4 >= 0.05
in Fig. 3.9b. The unclassified sample seems to scatter to higher values. These might
be outliers because of the increased sample size. The scatter between the observa-
tional sample and the classified sample is very similar. In < h4 >, the scatter seems
to be larger in the direction of small values with very few being negative. We can
conclude that the simulated BCGs resolve the higher order moments at least glob-
ally. So let us see if they resolve local features.
In Fig. 3.10 the maps of all calculated LoS-velocity moments are displayed for each

of the four poster child maps. These maps show the rotational patterns described
in section 2.2.2 very clearly. The maximum value for the colour bar was determined
by taking the maximum absolute mean velocity so that only 15% of the cells have
higher mean velocities. This ensures that cells with outlier values do not shift the
whole colour bar and therefore the patterns are easier to see. As expected, the non-
rotator has the lowest mean velocities in each cell with −80 < v < 80. The regular

(A) < h3 > versus log M∗/M�. (B) < h4 > versus log M∗/M�.

FIGURE 3.9: Mass weighted average higher order moments < h3 > (top), < h4 > (bottom)
versus central stellar mass log M∗/M� for 397 classified BCGs, 851 non-classified BCGs
(grey plus signs) and 78 observed galaxies (solid black dots) from the MASSIVE survey
described in Veale et al. (2017). The kinematical features are indicated with different colours
and patterns as can be seen in the legend. For < hn >= 0 the line of sight velocity distri-
bution becomes a standard Gaussian. This behaviour is emphasised with the dashed black

line.
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rotator and the prolate rotator have similar mean velocities with −112 < v < 112
and −117 < v < 117 respectively. The distinct core features the highest mean ve-
locities among the four examples within a range of −163 < v < 163. The velocity
dispersion are similar for all four BCGs which was expected since they have similar
masses (8.7 × 1012 < M� < 1.16 × 1013, see Fig. 3.10 for details). Nevertheless,
the maps differ substantially. The standard deviation follows the mean velocity in
the sense that the regions with low |v| also have low σ, i.e. the green regions in the
velocity maps correspond to blue regions in the dispersion maps and blue and red
regions in the velocity maps correspond to red regions in the dispersion maps. Since
we expect a larger standard deviation for higher velocities, this observation makes
sense. Furthermore, all BCGs but the regular rotator show high dispersion in their
centres. The centre is at the minimum of the potential well where more potential
energy is transformed into motion. This can be explained with the virial theorem.
The maps of the higher order moments all have the same colour bar with a range

from −0.1 < hn < 0.1 for easier comparison. They are difficult to interpret.

FIGURE 3.10: Maps of the four LoS-velocity moments for poster child
BCGs. The non-rotator is BCG16 with a stellar mass of 1.09× 1013M�,
the regular rotator BCG28 with 8.80 × 1012M�, the prolate rotator
BCG11 with 1.16× 1013M� and the distinct core is BCG29 with a stel-

lar mass of 8.78× 1012M�
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Nevertheless, there are a couple of things that can be observed. h3 seems to be
somewhat randomly distributed. In the case of the distinct core, however, it is possi-
ble to see an anti-correlation between h3 and v. The blue region in the velocity map
corresponds to the red region in the h3 map and vice versa. This anti-correlation has
been detected in multiple observations (van de Sande et al. (2017), Emsellem, Cap-
pellari, Peletier, et al. (2004), Bender, Saglia, and Gerhard (1994)) and is connected to
a formation history where fast rotating systems formed in gas rich mergers (Naab,
L. Oser, et al., 2014). h4 maps mostly consist of cells with positive values, causing
the overall positive mean values h4 that could be seen in Fig. 3.9b. Additionally,
the centres of each BCG show negative values of h4. In order to investigate the local
behaviour in a more systematic way, the values in each cell can be plotted together
in one window for multiple BCGs. The result is shown in Fig. 3.11. The top row dis-
plays the relationship between h3 and v/σ for each of the kinematical classes. Every
point represents one Voronoi cell of one of the BCGs in the classified sample. The
points are coloured with their distance from the centre in units of half mass radii.
The bottom row displays the h4 − v/σ relation for the same BCGs. van de Sande
et al. (2017) defined five different classes from their hn − v/σ relation. The first class
has a vertical relationship between v/σ and both higher order moments hn. Espe-
cially the non-rotators but also the regular rotators and the prolate rotators of our
sample can be associated with that category. This is sensical because they associate
this group with the slow rotators in their sample and the overwhelming majority in
our sample are slow rotators. The distinct cores fall into the third category, showing
an anti-correlation and a broadening of the wings. Since there is only a weak signal
we do not investigate the slopes but Wang et. al (in prep.) investigated the slopes of
MAGNETICUM BOX4 subhalos in more detail.

The trend that the lowest values of h4 are found in the centres as in Fig. 3.10
can clearly be seen for all classes except the distinct cores - most clearly in the non-
rotators. This is not observed for class I galaxies in van de Sande et al. (2017) and
could be an indicator for the unique physics in BCG centres. Since positive values
for h4 are found when the LOSVD traces regions with significantly different circular
velocities (Gerhard, 1993), negative values could therefore be a tracer of especially
similar velocities. This in turn could indicate a stream or a flow-like behaviour.

FIGURE 3.11: hn vs V/σ for our four different kinematical group. Each dot is coloured with
respect to their relative distance to the galactic centre and represents one Voronoi cell. These

are stacked plots for all subhalos in the respective group.
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3.3 Summary

We have seen that even for masses as high as the most massive BCGs, calculating in-
ternal kinematics is working at the limit of resolution. Nevertheless, many features
could be resolved which is remarkable, given the sheer size and the cosmological
context of the simulation. This extends kinematical results to up to 10 times higher
masses than the most massive BCGs from the MASSIVE survey and therefore to an
uninvestigated mass-regime.
Most of the classified BCGs are slow-rotators. Thus continuing the trend that could
already be seen in intermediate mass observations. This suggests that there are in-
deed two distinct populations that can generally seen in the λR − ε Plane.
Non-rotation is reasonable for classical spheroidal ETGs with a rich merger history
that is expected in cluster centres. This is underlined by the separation of non-
rotators and regular rotators in the b − λR plane. However, we find that the frac-
tion of non-rotators is decreasing with mass in our sample - reversing the trend that
was seen for lower masses. The highest mass bin shows very similar fractions for
all kinematical classes. This should be the most trustworthy mass-regime due to the
higher resolution. One quarter of non-rotators is still significantly larger than the
fractions measured in BOX 4 of the MAGNETICUM simulation. Furthermore, a frac-
tion of roughly one fourth prolate rotators continues the trend that already started
in BOX 4 and is expected by e.g. Krajnović et al. (2018). Keep in mind that this is an
underestimation because high mass distinct cores showed prolate rotation but were
not classified as such. Furthermore, we only classified galaxies as prolate rotating
with a misalignment angle of larger than 45◦. The decreasing non-rotator fraction is
interesting nonetheless and needs further investigation.
The λR − ε plane shows that most members of each kinematical group are slow-
rotators. However, distinct-cores and regular-rotator scatter to higher values. Most
of the non-rotators lie on the resolution limit. Therefore, it is hard to decide which
are really non-rotating and which seem to be non-rotating but instead their kinemat-
ical pattern cannot be resolved.
We showed that, although it is difficult to resolve local features in the BCGs, our
sample reproduces the global averages of the higher moments of the velocity dis-
tribution seen in observations very well. Suggesting that also for masses above the
ones observed in MASSIVE similar < hn > are to be expected. Regarding the local
features of the higher order moments the distinct cores in our sample even repro-
duce the anti-correlation between h3 and V/σ expected for rotating systems (van de
Sande et al., 2017). Most of our BCGs show the lowest values of h4 in their centres.
This is different from the observations in van de Sande et al. (2017) where they do
not find a correlation between radius and h4 strength for Class I, the class that they
associate with slow-rotators. This could be an indicator of the unique physics acting
in BCG centres.
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Chapter 4

Stasima

The previous chapter introduced kinematical properties that help us understand the
stellar motion within BCGs and galaxies in general. In order to use the power of
a cosmological simulation to its full extent, we want to find out how differences in
these properties arise and if they are connected to environmental properties. Of spe-
cial interest is the influence of a cool core on stellar dynamics. Chapter 1 introduced
cooling flows and stated that a cool core is characterised by low cooling times and
low central entropy. This information can be comprised in a single parameter: the
coolcoreness. The details of its calculation will be described in the following section
but suffice to say that a value of 100% indicates a true cool core and a value of 0%
indicates a true non-cool core. Fig. 4.1 shows the coolcoreness in relation to the total
stellar mass of the BCG and different morphological and kinematical parameters:
the b-value, λR, h3 and h4 at z=0. It can be seen immediately that there is no evident
scaling between coolcoreness and any of the properties at z=0. This does not mean
that there is no influence between those properties at all. The properties could influ-
ence each other on different time scales. Furthermore the absolute values might not

FIGURE 4.1: Coolcoreness in relation to total stellar mass, b-value, λR
and the mean higher order moments h3 and h4 at z=0. Kinematical

types are indicated as in the legend.
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FIGURE 4.2: Redshift and absolute time for all used snapshots that
contain particle data (indicated with hourglasses). They are spaced

mostly equally on the logarithmic redshift axis.

have an impact on the other properties but time differentials of the properties could
be relevant. Because of the possibility that properties at z = z1 depend on the prop-
erties at z = z2 > z1 it is important to realise that they are dependent variables. If
they would be independent we could treat the same galaxy at different redshift as in-
dependent data points. Additionally we want a case study of individual evolutions
of BCGs with specific properties. Therefore, all BCGs have to be traced.

4.1 Tracing

In order to investigate the temporal evolution of BCG properties for an individual
BCG the halo has to be traced. Following a single halo is difficult for one main
reason: merging. In the course of their lives, most subhalos and even some halos
will merge with other halos. This does not pose a problem for tracing a halo from
high redshift to lower redshift because after a merger the reasonable thing to do
is to trace the merged system. Because we classified our sample at redshift zero,
however, we have to trace from low redshift to high redshift. At every point in
time a merger happened an ambiguity is introduced: Which of the merged subhalos
should be traced? Fortunately, there is a simple answer in the case of tracing BCGs.
It is very likely that one of the two galaxies was already the BCG in the time step
before. Therefore, the galaxy of interest should already have been in the centre of
the potential and thus be identified by SubFind as the first subhalo. Halo mergers
would still pose a problem here. Therefore, another safety measure is needed: the
black holes.

4.1.1 Black Holes

In the simulation BHs are represented by collision-less ‘sink particles’ that can grow
in mass by accreting gas from their environments or by merging with other BHs. The
mass accretion rate Ṁ• is estimated by using the Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton approxima-
tion.
A black hole is seeded at the position of a particle with the highest binding energy
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in a halo for total stellar masses larger than 1010M�/h. This guarantees that the BHs
are seeded only in halos representing clearly resolved galaxies, where efficient star
formation took place. The BH then has a starting seed mass of 3.2× 105M�/h that
quickly increases until reaches the stellar-BH-mass relation
There is no ‘pinning’ implemented in order to keep the BH in place. Rather, momen-
tum conservation is implemented strictly. This concerns momentum transfer during
gas accretion and BH merging. If the host galaxy becomes a satellite of a larger halo
the BH particle remains within the host galaxy because of the dynamical friction
force that is explicitly calculated following the Chandrasekhar formula. All classi-
fied galaxies are traced individually from z=0 to z=2. Particle data is stored every
fourth time SubFind is executed on-the-fly. See Fig. 4.2 for their respective ∆z. At
first the routine searches for the halo that belongs to the BCG using SubFind. Then it
searches for the most massive black hole at the central position of that halo within a
radius of 0.1Rvir and stores its position and ID. Note that this is the same radius that
was used before to determine the half mass radius for the BCG.
Now the iteration to earlier snapshots begins. For each iteration, the same black hole
has to be found again. This happens by searching for a black hole particle with the
same ID within a box 1000kpc around the old position. If no black hole is found the
box length is doubled. This iterative process is taken because it saves a lot of time
and memory to not read every particle of that snapshot. Once the black hole is found
it searches for the halo that minimises its distance between its centre and the posi-
tion of the black hole. Since the distance of BH particles to the potential minimum
is usually less then half the softening length (Hirschmann et al., 2014) this does not
pose a problem in the case of eventual fly-by of other halos. The maximum redshift
of z=2 guarantees sufficient resolution for our purposes and for the BH to be already
seeded.

4.1.2 Descendent Trees

For some of my investigations, a higher temporal resolution was needed. This in-
cluded animations of the trajectories of satellite galaxies around the central galaxy
in order to get a visual understanding of the merger history of a BCG. Halo and sub
halo properties like positions and mass are available every time SubFind is calcu-
lated on-the-fly. For all of these snapshots descendent trees are calculated as well. A
descendent tree is an array that connects the IDs of subhalos at snapshot n with the
IDs of a snapshot at n + 1. This is a direct means of tracing a subhalo.

4.2 Environmental Properties

The kinematical properties were already introduced in the two previous chapters.
Some environmental properties that are used in the following were introduced in the
previous chapters as well. Nevertheless, a quick summary of all the environmental
properties will be presented here in order of their appearance.

Three properties will be investigated that are connected to the galaxy cluster.
Firstly, the virial cluster mass that describes the total mass of all particle types within
the virial radius. The second property is the temperature of the gas. Both of these
properties are calculated by SubFind on-the-fly (K. Dolag, Borgani, et al., 2009). The
third property is the coolcoreness. A detailed description of the coolcoreness can be
found in Hinz (2018). In Chapter 1 it was already discussed that low central cooling
time and low central entropy are good proxies for a cluster with a cool core. Both
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properties were calculated as mass-weighted median values of the ICM particles
within a region of 0.00 < r < 0.048R500 for 1199 halos. Fig. 4.3 shows the correlation
between these two proxies. They have a tight relation with small scatter in log-log
scale that can be fit with a linear regression. The coolcoreness of a halo is determined
by their relative distance to the starting point. Points below the starting point are
assigned a coolcoreness of 100% and halos above the ending point are defined to
have a coolcoreness of 0%.

FIGURE 4.3: Correlation between central cooling time and central entropy of 1199 halos.
The halos are colour-coded by their virial temperature. The sample is subdivided into high-
mass halos (circles), intermediate-mass halos (squares) and low-mass halos (diamonds). The
dotted vertical and horizontal lines represent thresholds on the quantities that divide the
sample into CC and NCC clusters. The black line is the regression line fit. The blue points
with vertical red lines indicate the starting and ending point from which the coolcoreness of

the halos is determined. This is figure B.3 in Hinz (2018).
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Additionally three properties will be presented that describe the environment
of the BCG. First, the stellar mass that is the sum of the masses of all stellar parti-
cles within 10%Rvir. The specific star formation rate: This is the star formation rate
calculated on-the-fly with SubFind divided by the total stellar mass of the subhalo
(BCG+ICL) that is also calculated on-the-fly with SubFind. The third property is the
b-value that was already introduced in section 2.2.3. It is calculated from specific
angular momentum and stellar mass within one half mass radius of the BCG.
The remaining properties are the black hole mass, fossilness and BCG to total stellar
mass ratio. There are two variables that describe the mass of the black hole: the true
mass and the dynamical mass. The first describes mass accretion according to the
description in subsection 4.1.1. The latter is tied to dynamical events in the subhalo
and can e.g. increase during mergers. The dynamical mass is roughly a factor of
two higher at z=2 but both are very similar for low redshift. The first is used in the
statistical evolution of residual properties and the latter is used in the scaling rela-
tions with kinematical properties. The fossilness is the fraction between the stellar
mass of the most massive satellite galaxy within the halo and the total stellar mass
(BCG+ICL) of the BCG. Both masses are calculated by SubFind. The BCG to total
stellar mass ratio is, as the name suggests, the fraction between the stellar mass of
the BCG within 10%Rvir and the total stellar mass calculated by SubFind.
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Chapter 5

Temporal Evolution of Kinematics
and Environmental Properties

Now that we will have a look at the temporal evolution of BCG properties, there are
two main questions. The first and obvious question is: ‘How do individual proper-
ties evolve over time?’ These properties include the kinematical properties that we
became acquainted with in Chapter 2 and global properties that were summarised
in the previous chapter. This question will be tackled in the first of the following sec-
tions and act as an overview in order to get a feeling for these different properties.
Then we are finally able to tackle the second question that asks how these proper-
ties evolve with each other or more precisely: ‘What influence does the environment
have on stellar kinematics in BCGs?’

5.1 Epeisodia I: Statistical Evolution

The details in the evolution of each of those properties depends on an unfathomable
amount of factors. Each BCG faces unique initial conditions and merger scenarios
that all influence each other. The following is therefore not a prediction of how dif-
ferent types of galaxies will evolve but rather a statistical analysis. The sample is
split into whether the BCGs showed signs of non-rotation, regular-rotation, prolate-
rotation or a distinct kinematical core at redshift zero. This split enables us to com-
pare BCGs in the sample with other BCGs of the same sample because observational
data for the evolution of specific galaxies does obviously not exist. In order to com-
pare the regular-rotators and non-rotators in a more meaningful way the sample size
of the non-rotators was reduced such that the minimum stellar BCG masses of the
regular rotators and non-rotators are comparable. Since a considerable fraction of
low mass BCGs might have been wrongfully classified as non-rotators due to a lack
of resolution (Chapter 2) this choice is justified. In total the evolution of 134 non-
rotators, 69 regular rotators, 29 prolate rotators and 18 BCGs with a kinematically
distinct core were investigated.
There are numerous other ways the sample could be subdivided instead of splitting
them up by kinematical type at z=0. Another possible classification could be fast
and slow rotation. Since the overwhelming majority is slowly rotating, this leads
to a large difference in sample sizes, rendering the statistical analysis ineffective.
However, we could expect that with decreasing mass, the fraction of fast rotators
increases. Hence we could classify all galaxies at every snapshot into slow and fast
rotating. This way, however, the same galaxy would be treated as many independent
galaxies solely because of different redshift. The information about the individual
and dependent evolution would be lost. The advantage of classifying them by their
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kinematical type at z=0 is therefore that we have comparable sample sizes and a way
of finding possible formation pathways for each of those groups.

In order to have a synoptic presentation of the 13 different properties, they are
divided into four groups. At first we look at the global properties of the cluster.
This includes the virial cluster mass Mvir, the gas temperature T and the coolcore-
ness CC that was introduced in the previous chapter. The second group are selected
kinematical properties of the BCGs that include the angular momentum proxy λR
and the mean higher order moments of the line of sight velocity distribution h3
and h4. There are many properties that could influence the kinematics. The third
group is concerned with global properties of the BCG. This includes their stellar
mass M∗, specific star formation rate SSFR and the morphological parameter b. The
fourth and final group collects residual properties: the black hole mass Mbh, the
fossilness Msat

∗ /Mcent
∗ and the central region stellar mass to total stellar mass ratio

M∗,BCG/(M∗,BCG + M∗,ICL).
Each panel displays the temporal evolution of one of those properties. Every column
displays a property for one kinematical type classified at z=0. Top rows display the
evolution for non-rotators, the second row displays regular rotators, the third row
displays prolate rotators and the bottom rows display distinct core BCGs. Grey lines
show the temporal evolution of the property for each individual galaxy. At each
available redshift slice the median value of the property for all BCGs of that type was
calculated. The median values are connected with a solid line in different colours for
each property. The error bars contain 68.2% (one standard deviation) of BCGs of the
sample. They are coloured depending on the kinematical type the sample is associ-
ated with. Blue for non-rotators, red for regular rotators, purple for prolate rotators
and turquoise for distinct core BCGs.
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Halo Properties

Fig. 5.1 shows the temporal evolution of halo properties for each of the four kine-
matical types. The initial median virial halo mass lies below 3× 1013M� for all of
the kinematical types.
The virial halo mass increases over time. The final median virial halo mass lies be-
tween 2 × 1014M� for non rotators and 4 × 1014M� for distinct core BCGs. This
discrepancy is likely due to the larger sample of non-rotators that has much more
BCGs at lower masses. The different sample sizes influence the error bars especially.
The scatter is relatively similar for each kinematical group but the error bars become
smaller for increasing sample sizes. Showing that the distribution between mini-
mum and maximum values is not uniform.
The median gas temperature lies around 1keV for all kinematical classes and gradu-
ally increases to values between 2keV < T < 3keV. The gas temperature follows the
virial mass. A deeper potential well leads higher energies and therefore to higher
temperatures. For a theoretical analysis of temperature and mass evolution in a self-
similar evolution model see Böhringer, K. Dolag, and Chon (2012).
All samples start with a median coolcoreness of 100% and gradually decrease un-
til they reach a median coolcoreness between 50% to 60%. The scatter increases
dramatically ranging from true non-cool core to true cool core for each kinematical
class. This is underlined by the standard deviation comprising almost 60% of the
possible values.
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FIGURE 5.1: Temporal evolution of halo properties for each of the kinematical classes for
134 non-rotators (top row), 69 regular-rotators (second row), 29 prolate-rotators (third row)
and 18 distinct cores (bottom row). The halo properties are the virial cluster mass Mvir,
the gas temperature T and the coolcoreness CC. The solid line represents the median value
of property P and the error bars represent one standard deviation of the distribution of P
within one class. The solid grey lines show the evolution of property P for one specific BCG.
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FIGURE 5.2: Temporal evolution of R0.5 for (from left to right) 134 non-rotators, 69 regular-
rotators, 29 prolate-rotators and 18 distinct cores. The solid line represents the median value
of R0.5 and the error bars represent one standard deviation of the distribution of R0.5 within
one class. The solid grey lines show the evolution of R0.5 for one specific BCG. The dashed

line marks the softening length of 2kpc/h.

Kinematical Properties

Fig. 5.3 shows the temporal evolution of selected kinematical properties for each of
the kinematical type. All of these properties are calculated within one stellar half
mass radius of the BCG. The evolution of the stellar half mass radius is displayed
in Fig. 5.2. It can be seen that the median stellar half mass radius increases from
around 5kpc at z=2 to roughly 40kpc at z=0. It is always well above the softening
length.
The evolution of λR differs for each kinematical type. Throughout the entire redshift
range the non-rotators are slowly rotating. The dashed line that marks the resolution
limit of z=0 is likely an underestimate for the resolution limit of the entire redshift
sample. However, the error bars have values of nearly 3.5 at z=2 and the median
value is also slightly higher at this redshift. There are many peaks for individual
galaxies that are probably experiencing mergers. The median λR of the regular rotat-
ing sample is slightly higher at z=2 but also generally very low. The main difference
lies in the error bars that reach much higher values across the entire redshift range.
Additionally, there are less peak values that reach above 0.6. The prolate rotating
sample has a high median value at z=2 and scatters to even higher values. There
are many peak values above 0.6 after z=1 especially considering the smaller sample
size. The sample of BCGs with a kinematically distinct core at z=0 shows the high-
est median λR and scatter at z=2. It can be seen that the values decrease relatively
unperturbed to lower λR in between redshift z=2 and z=1.3.
For all kinematical types, median h3 is very close to h3 = 0 for the entire redshift
range. It can be seen that this parameter reacts very strongly to merger events. Nev-
ertheless, 68% of the sample are always close to zero.
In contrast, median h4 is increasing from values of around h4 = 0.015 at z=2 up to
around h4 = 0.045 at z=0 with the exception of distinct core BCGs that fluctuate
around h4 = 0.02 during the investigated redshift range. The error bars follow the
increasing median value. There are some events where h4 peaks at large negative
values for all kinematical classes except for the distinct cores.
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FIGURE 5.3: Temporal evolution of kinematical properties for each of the kinematical classes
for 134 non-rotators (top row), 69 regular-rotators (second row), 29 prolate-rotators (third
row) and 18 distinct cores (bottom row). The kinematical properties include the angular
momentum proxy λR and the mean higher order moments of the line of sight velocity dis-
tribution h3 and h4. The solid line represents the median value of property P and the error

bars represent one standard deviation of the distribution of P within one class.
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BCG Properties

Fig. 5.4 shows the temporal evolution of global features of the BCG for each kine-
matical type.
Stellar masses of the BCG increase continually for each kinematical type. Non-
rotators, regular rotators and prolate rotators start at around 5× 1011M� and reach
median masses of about 2.5 × 1012M�. Distinct cores start at around 60% higher
masses and reach masses that are factor of 2.5 higher. It is difficult to say if this is
due to the smaller sample size with a bias for higher masses or if BCGs with a kine-
matically distinct core generally experience more stellar mass growth. Nevertheless,
the final median mass difference is substantial given the rather small difference in
initial stellar mass.
All four kinematical types experience a significant loss of specific star formation
rate spanning roughly an entire order of magnitude across the investigated redshift
range. The median values start at around 2× 10−101/yr and end up on specific star
formation rates of about 2× 10−111/yr. The decrease of specific star formation rate is
expected because the peak of cosmic star formation density lies at z=2. For a review
about cosmic star formation density see Moster (2013). It is surprising, however, that
all four kinematical classes show a very similar evolution of specific star formation
rate. This suggests that the kinematical patterns are mostly due to merger histories
(ex-situ stellar mass) instead of star formation (in-situ stellar mass).
The b-value evolves differently for each kinematical type. For non-rotators it stays
relatively constant at low values of around b = −5.5. The scatter is very large. Nev-
ertheless, most of the NRs are classical ellipsoids for the entire redshift range. The
median b of regular rotators is slightly higher at z=2 with b = −5.3 and increases
to b = −5.0 at z=0. This is surprising since it is expected that ETGs cannot develop
disk-like features especially if they are BCGs. The median b-value of the prolate ro-
tating sample is significantly decreasing between z=2 and z=1. In the time following
z=1 there are many peak values for b and the median b is increasing until it reaches
a similar value to the beginning (b = −5.2). The sample of distinct cores starts at
the highest value of b = −5.1. It is generally decreasing except for the last three
data points. If all of the 24 data points at higher redshift would be interpolated the
b-value would decrease to around b = −5.5. This would be roughly as low as the
non-rotating sample.
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FIGURE 5.4: Temporal evolution of global galaxy properties for 134 non-rotators (top row),
69 regular-rotators (second row), 29 prolate-rotators (third row) and 18 distinct cores (bottom
row). The global BCG properties include the stellar mass M∗, specific star formation rate
SSFR and the morphological parameter b. The solid line represents the median value of
property P and the error bars represent the standard deviation of the distribution of P within

one class. The solid grey lines show the evolution of property P for one specific BCG.
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Residual Properties

Fig. 5.4 shows the temporal evolution of residual properties for each kinematical
type.
It can be seen that all BCGs inhibit super massive black holes with a median mass of
around 2× 109M� at z=2 that increase their mass to about 1.5× 1010M� at z=0. The
black hole growth does not seem to differ between the different kinematical types
apart from the varying error bars that are expect due to the different sample sizes.
The fossilness differs significantly from cluster to cluster. All kinematical types show
a huge scatter that almost spans two orders of magnitude. Nevertheless, some statis-
tical features can be seen. The mass of the most massive satellite is generally double
the mass at high redshift than the mass of the most massive satellite at z=0. Prolate
rotators are in clusters with extraordinarily high fossilness up until around z=0.8.
There is also a general trend regarding the central stellar mass to total stellar mass
fraction of the BCG. All four kinematical types build up most of their stellar mass in
the ICL component after z=2. At z=2 the core comprises around 86% of the stellar
mass whereas it is only responsible for around 65%. Distinct cores have the heaviest
central masses with 69% and prolate rotators have the least massive cores with 64%.
Furthermore, the ICL component of prolate rotating BCGs seems to grow rapidly up
until z=0.5 with insignificant growth at lower redshift whereas the growth of stellar
mass in the ICL seems more continuous for the other three kinematical types.
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FIGURE 5.5: Temporal evolution of residual properties for 134 non-rotators (top row), 69
regular-rotators (second row), 29 prolate-rotators (third row) and 18 distinct cores (bottom
row). The residual properties include the the black hole mass MBH, fossilness Msat

∗ /Mcent
∗

and the central region stellar mass to total stellar mass ratio M∗,BCG/(M∗,BCG + M∗,ICL).
The solid line represents the median value of property P and the error bars represent one
standard deviation of the distribution of P within one class. The solid grey lines show the

evolution of property P for one specific BCG.
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Summary

13 different environmental and kinematical properties were investigated statistically
for a total of 250 BCGs. They show similar behaviour in the evolution of their virial
halo mass, temperature and coolcoreness as far as the halo properties go. The mass
of the central super massive black hole is also statistically growing similarly for all
kinematical types. The BCGs show similar growth of stellar mass and stellar half
mass radius. With the exception of BCGs with a distinct core that seem to experi-
ence a much stronger growth of stellar mass in the central region. This is underlined
by the fact that the DCs show the highest central to ICL mass fraction of the four
kinematical types.
This is where the differences begin and most of them seem to be connected with
their respective merger history. Non-rotators are slowly rotating throughout the en-
tire redshift range although they show significant peaks in the different kinematical
properties that are signs of mergers. They have the lowest b-values and an interme-
diate evolution of fossilness and ICL growth. These BCGs seem to lie in the centre
of clusters that were already very active well before z=2. They can still experience
strong merger events but they seem stuck in a dead end. Regular rotators are up
until this point a bit of a mystery. They show higher rotation and b-values at high
redshift than their non-rotating counterparts. However, they are experiencing many
merger events as well. One would generally expect that they should not be sub-
ject to merging in order to keep their rotation. It is even more interesting that they
seem to build up a disk-like component that can be connected to rotation instead of
losing it. The fossilness of their clusters and their ICL growth resembles that of non-
rotators closely, however. Most prolate rotating BCGs seem to have experienced
major merger events around z=1. They have relatively high λR at z=2 and strong
peaks during the suspected merger phase. Subsequently they show a significant
drop in b-value that later starts to increase again. One can suspect that it is possible
for BCGs to build up rotation. Whereas regular rotating BCGs and prolate rotating
BCGs differ in the fact that the latter experienced major merger events that lead to a
switch of the rotational axis. Already before z=1 the prolate rotating sample shows
the most massive ICL component. This might make it easier for the major merger
to shift the rotation axis. BCGs with a distinct core at z=0 might experience a vastly
different merger history. They slowly decrease their λR and b-value and slowly in-
crease their ICL component. They also showed few peaks in the kinematical plots
even when taking the smaller sample size into account. One could suspect that the
core remains relatively unperturbed and keeps its rotation and a non rotating ‘shell’
slowly builds up around the core. This is investigated in more detail in Felix Schulze,
Remus, Klaus Dolag, et al. (2020).
Although the detailed mechanisms are mere speculation it is clear that the kinemat-
ics and some of the global BCG properties that are connected to the distribution of
stellar mass are influenced by mergers. The specific star formation rate is evolving
very similar for each kinematical type and therefore in-situ star formation seems to
play a minor role. However, the higher order moments are behaving very inter-
estingly. First of all, it is important to mention that the median h3 parameter does
not change with redshift at all for any of the kinematical types. This behaviour is ex-
pected for axis-symmetric galaxies in equilibrium. This find makes this property less
interesting for the following investigation of scaling relations. In contrast, the h4 pa-
rameter changes drastically over time. The overall increasing behaviour for each of
the kinematical classes is unlikely to find its cause in their merger history. Therefore
it is more reasonable to believe that this parameter might somehow be connected
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to environmental properties of the BCG. Before any speculations can be made the
scaling with different properties has to be investigated in more detail. It would be
interesting to see if an increasing h4 is found in non-BCG galaxies as well. If low
values of h4 are protected in the centre of BCGs this might explain why the lowest
values for all classes except the distinct cores were found at z=0. Unfortunately the
resolution of the simulation does not suffice to study the evolution of h4 in the very
centre of the BCG.
There also needs to be a more detailed investigation of the coolcoreness. Although
no specific behaviour could be found for any of the kinematical classes with respect
to coolcoreness, it is an interesting result that all BCGs seem to experience a cool core
phase around z=2 whereas some stay cool core and others develop a non-cool core
leading to a scatter that encompasses all possible fractions of coolcoreness.

5.2 Individual Evolution

This is a case study of the evolution of kinematics and environmental properties for
individual galaxies. The goal is to examine how different properties evolve with
each other in detail. First the evolution of the four poster child galaxies that were
introduced in section 2.3 will be shown. For these galaxies we already saw that the
kinematical features are well resolved. We will see that the cool core of their galaxy
cluster evolves differently. To really understand what drives the development of a
non-cool core a sample will be investigated that is comprised by eight BCGs: four
of which keep their cool core and four BCGs for whom the cool core of their cluster
turns into a non-cool core. Some of the features I will describe are hard to see on the
printed document. Unfortunately it is not possible to squash everything into one
larger plot and unfeasible to extend everything over forty pages. If there is interest
in the details please refer to the digital version of this thesis.

5.2.1 Epeisodia II: Poster Child Galaxies

Time is not explicitly illustrated in the following plots. It is symbolised with a line
that starts at the first data point at z=2 (indicated with a cross) and connects the
following 27 data points with different ∆z until it reaches z=0 (indicated with the
respective symbol of the kinematical group). Every available data point is colour-
coded with the respective coolcoreness the core has at that time. For each of the
following galaxies there are two main plots. On the left side masses and deriva-
tives thereof are set into relation. Namely the halo virial mass Mvir versus the BCG
stellar mass within 10%Rvir M∗,BCG. This gives an overview of the general accre-
tion of these systems. The second panel shows the relationship between the BCG
stellar mass M∗,BCG and the fossilness M∗,SAT/M∗,BCG. This relation helps to find
the sources of major accretion. If there is e.g. a major merger the value of the fos-
silness will be close to 1 and quickly decrease leading to a quick increase in stellar
BCG mass that is equivalent to the mass of the stellar mass of the satellite. The
final panel shows the stellar mass distribution between the central region and the
ICL M∗,BCG/(M∗,BCG + M∗,ICL). This relation helps to figure out where the newly
accreted mass is distributed. The relation increases if stellar mass sinks into or is
formed in the centre and decreases if more stellar mass remains in the ICL. The right
page sets the two kinematical properties λR and h4 in relation to four environmental
properties: the specific star formation rate SSFR, the dynamical mass of the black hole
MBH, the gas temperature within one virial radius T and the b-value.
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FIGURE 5.6: Evolution of stellar masses in different regions. Left:
Virial halo mass Mvir versus stellar BCG mass M∗,BCG, middle: M∗,BCG
versus fossilness M∗,SAT/M∗,BCG, right: fraction of stellar BCG mass
to total stellar mass M∗,BCG/(M∗,BCG + M∗,ICL). A detailed descrip-

tion can be found at the beginning of this section.

Non-Rotator

From Fig. 5.6 it can be seen that there are no major merger events for this galaxy.
There are several minor merger events, however. Surprisingly, the stellar mass
within 10%Rvir is decreasing at two of these points. It could be that during the fly
through some of the stellar particles are attributed to the wrong subhalo. The BCG to
ICL mass fraction is constantly fluctuating between 0.65 and 0.75 and the core turns
slowly from being a cool core to being a non-cool core.
The specific star formation rate is globally decreasing and fluctuating when the mi-
nor mergers happen. λR is generally low - already at z=2. It is interesting to note
that λR was first increasing but decreased during the minor mergers with the excep-
tion of the one peak where a mismatching is likely. The opposite behaviour can be
observed for h4. During the cool core period this parameter decreases. During and
after the minor mergers it increases and reaches one of the highest values at z=0. The
black hole is strongly accreting during the cool core period. After the minor merger
events it is only accreting rarely and is not accreting at all for a while before z=0. It
can be seen that h4 is decreasing with increasing MBH and over all increasing when
the black hole stopped accreting. The gas temperature is increasing during the cool
core phase, fluctuating during the minor mergers and increases again by 25% im-
mediately before z=0. There the increasing temperature phase at the beginning h4 is
falling, during the increasing temperature phase t the end h4 is rising. The b-value
is fluctuating between −5.7 < b < −5.0 with the exception of the aforementioned
outlier data point.
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FIGURE 5.7: Relationship between kinematical properties λR, h4 and
environmental properties: specific star formation rate SSFR, black
hole mass mBH, gas temperature T and b-value. A detailed descrip-

tion can be found at the beginning of this section.
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FIGURE 5.8: Evolution of stellar masses in different regions. Left:
Virial halo mass Mvir versus stellar BCG mass M∗,BCG, middle: M∗,BCG
versus fossilness M∗,SAT/M∗,BCG, right: fraction of stellar BCG mass
to total stellar mass M∗,BCG/(M∗,BCG + M∗,ICL). A detailed descrip-

tion can be found at the beginning of this section.

Regular Rotator

The merger history is easier to read for this BCG. In Fig. 5.8 we see that its stellar
mass is increasing from around 1012M� to slightly above 5× 1012M�. It is always
accompanied by a satellite with at least 10% of its mass. During z=2 it seems like
this BCG experiences a major merger followed by at least two minor mergers. The
BCG has a massive central region after the major mergers but builds up a massive
ICL component subsequently. The BCG always has a cool core (strong cool core at
z=2 and weak cool core at z=0) with the exception of three data points.
It seems that the major merger was dry because the specific star formation rate did
not increase significantly. There are some instances of increased SSFR during the
minor mergers. Generally, the specific star formation rate decreases by one order
of magnitude therefore it follows the median of its kinematical group closely. λR is
always very low at values of around λR = 0.2 only increasing slightly during mi-
nor mergers. In contrast to the non-rotator BCG h4 stays very constant at values of
around 0.025 slightly after z=2 all the way to z=0. The behaviour of the black hole
is very similar to the black hole of the BCG above. Except for the fact that the black
hole is not accreting even though the core is rather cool. The behaviour of the tem-
perature is also very similar with an increasing period for high redshift, fluctuating
during intermediate redshift, followed by an increasing period again before z=0. In-
terestingly the b-value is increasing to b = −5.2 from when it reached its minimum
of −6.2 right after the major merger. It is very interesting that for decreasing b-value
over time no correlation with λR nor h4 can be observed.
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FIGURE 5.9: Relationship between kinematical properties λR, h4 and
environmental properties: specific star formation rate SSFR, black
hole mass mBH, gas temperature T and b-value. A detailed descrip-

tion can be found at the beginning of this section.
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FIGURE 5.10: Evolution of stellar masses in different regions. Left:
Virial halo mass Mvir versus stellar BCG mass M∗,BCG, middle: M∗,BCG
versus fossilness M∗,SAT/M∗,BCG, right: fraction of stellar BCG mass
to total stellar mass M∗,BCG/(M∗,BCG + M∗,ICL). A detailed descrip-

tion can be found at the beginning of this section.

Prolate Rotator

It can be seen from Fig. 5.10 that the BCG had two major events of accretion. First,
at a stellar BCG mass of M∗,BCG = 1012M� and at M∗,BCG = 4× 1012M�. The ac-
cretion can be seen as steep slopes in the the left plot. Before the accretion happens,
the mass of the ICL increases drastically as can be seen in the right plot. The first
sign of a merger, however, is already visible for the third data point in the fossilness
plot. The value of M∗,SAT/M∗,BCG = 1 indicates that the BCG experienced two equal
mass major mergers. It seems that the coolcoreness decreases after the merger event
to values of around CC= 60%. The BCG has a cool-core in periods of low accretion
with the exception of being a non-cool core shortly before the second merger.
The relationship between kinematical properties and environmental properties can
be seen in Fig. 5.11. As expected from the statistical plots in the previous section, the
star formation rate is generally decreasing. After the first merger, the star formation
rate is increased shortly for a factor of two, indicating a gaseous merger. The second
merger does not increase the star formation rate and therefore seems to have been a
dry merger. The gaseous merger increases λR slightly, the dry merger increases λR
by a factor of two. For most of the time the BCG is slowly rotating. As expected,
h4 is generally increasing with the exception of the cool core phase between the first
and second merger where it reaches its minimum values. This is right after the black
hole starts accreting again after a longer period of no accretion. After the second
merger, the black hole is not accreting as well. During those times the gas tempera-
ture is stagnant, increasing primarily when there is a cool-core. h4 is constantly low
when the temperature increases and changes heavily when the temperature is not
increasing. The b-value is fluctuating very heavily during the entire time. There is
the impression that it is lower if there is a cool-core.
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FIGURE 5.11: Relationship between kinematical properties λR, h4 and
environmental properties: specific star formation rate SSFR, black
hole mass mBH, gas temperature T and b-value. A detailed descrip-

tion can be found at the beginning of this section.
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FIGURE 5.12: Evolution of stellar masses in different regions. Left:
Virial halo mass Mvir versus stellar BCG mass M∗,BCG, middle: M∗,BCG
versus fossilness M∗,SAT/M∗,BCG, right: fraction of stellar BCG mass
to total stellar mass M∗,BCG/(M∗,BCG + M∗,ICL). A detailed descrip-

tion can be found at the beginning of this section.

Distinct Core

This BCG builds up mass very slowly and peaceful, with the exception of a slightly
stronger accretion at low redshift with at a mass of around M∗,BCG = 5× 1012M�. A
massive satellite with around 20% of the BCGs mass formed when the halo still had
a cool-core as can be seen from the fossilness plot. The merger happened later when
the satellite had around 10% of the BCGs mass, thus being a minor merger. From the
point when the massive satellite formed on the core became less and less cool.
The star formation history of this BCG spans almost two orders of magnitude. Being
comparably highly star forming at z=2 with SSFR= 7× 10101/yr it is constantly de-
creasing up to a very low star formation rate of SSFR= 1× 10−11/yr at z=0 with the
exception of some increased star formation fuelled by the minor merger. The BCG
is highly rotating at z=2 with λR = 0.6 and constantly loses angular momentum
within one half mass radius. The evolution of h4 is rather surprising with nega-
tive values throughout its evolution except for the first data point. The first data
point of this BCG is difficult to interpret, it could be an indicator of a merger event
shortly before z=2 or it could simply be unreliable. In lack of more information this
data point will be ignored for this discussion. During the time the cluster inhibits
a cool core h4 is decreasing and increasing after the core turned non-cool. It can be
seen that the black hole is constantly accreting during the time the cluster has a cool
core and only comes to a halt at times of a non-cool core. This coincides with the
minor merger. During this phase h4 is increasing. The cluster has a very high gas
temperature around 3keV from early on. During the early cool-core phase it is still
increasing. Once this phase ends it drops back to slightly above 3keV and is fluc-
tuating between 3keV and 4keV from thereon. There is a clear correlation between
b-value and λR and an anti-correlation between b-value and h4.
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FIGURE 5.13: Relationship between kinematical properties λR, h4 and
environmental properties: specific star formation rate SSFR, black
hole mass mBH, gas temperature T and b-value. A detailed descrip-

tion can be found at the beginning of this section.
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Summary

This sample of four BCGs whose kinematical maps were already presented in Fig.
3.10 span a wide range of merger histories, kinematics, environmental properties
and their respective evolutions. The descriptions above show that there is a multi-
tude of ways these properties can interact with each other if they interact at all. I
want to point out that it would have been possible to describe and interpret each of
the previous plots on several pages. I tried to focus on the things that were most
striking to me and that help me to answer the main question of this thesis, namely
the influence of environment on the stellar kinematics of BCGs. This summary high-
lights the similarities and differences between the four BCGs in that regard.
The most violent environment is around the prolate rotator which experienced two
major mergers, an early wet merger and a later prolonged dry merger. The regular
rotator also experienced many mergers. A dry major merger at z=2 and multiple
minor mergers with some gas. The non-rotator did not experience any major merg-
ers but rather 2 minor mergers and the distinct core might have experienced a major
merger shortly before z=2 but remained rather undisturbed since with only one mi-
nor merger.
The ICL mass peaks right after mergers. It is important to note that within the con-
text of a numerical simulation this could mean that the two systems have merged
but the stars of the satellite need some time to sink into the central region of the
BCG. The fraction between central mass and ICL mass can also change if there are
no mergers. It is fluctuating for all four BCGs (possibly showing minor and mini
mergers with less massive satellites) and slightly increasing for the distinct core.
The NR, RR and PR were already slow rotators at z=2 and generally stayed slowly
rotating since. The DC was fast rotating with steadily decreasing λR. This could
be an indicator that the non-rotating outer regions formed around the always fast
rotating central region due to constant accretion.
The evolution of h4 is more complex. The NR and the DC show that during the ini-
tial cool core phase h4 is decreasing but starts increasing once the core starts turning
into a non-cool core. Both of these BCGs span a wide range of specific star formation
rate of around two orders of magnitude because they receive only small amounts
of gas through mergers. The RR and PR do not show the opposite but they do not
show the same behaviour either. PR has low values in h4 during cool core phases
but is generally increasing. h4 of RR is neither increasing nor decreasing but rather
stays constant at higher h4 values. Both of these BCGs receive significant amounts
of gas through mergers and therefore the specific star formation rate decreases only
by one order of magnitude.
The black holes of all four BCGs are strongly accreting during the initial cool core
phase and only the black hole of the DC keeps on accreting, reaching roughly twice
the mass of the others. This is the BCG whose ICL component is generally increas-
ing. The accretion of the black hole of PR stops during the major mergers. This
coincides with a less cool core. The accretion starts again when there is a cool core.
This behaviour is similar for NR and RR in the regard that the black hole is not ac-
creting during their respective minor mergers.
The distinct core has a high initial temperature that does not have an increasing be-
haviour. The temperature of the other BCGs increase from around half the initial
value of the DC to 3 (NR), 4 (PR), 5 (RR) times their own initial temperature. The
NR and the RR have a phase of stagnant temperature at intermediate temperatures
that cannot be connected to black hole growth or coolcoreness at first glance. The
temperature of the PR is increasing when the black hole is accreting and stagnant
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when the black hole is not accreting.
The behaviour of the b-value is entirely different for each of the four BCGs. It is
increasing after the early major merger of RR without much scatter. The b-values of
the DC also do not show much fluctuations but are decreasing. They show a clear
correlation with λR and an anti-correlation with h4. The b-values of NR and PR are
fluctuating heavily between a smaller range −5.7 < b < −5.0 for the NR and a large
range −6.2 < b < −5.0 for the PR.
Every galaxy ends up showing vastly different kinematical patterns than the oth-
ers. Therefore, it is expected that they show different evolutions of their kinematical
properties. We saw that their environmental properties evolve differently as well.
Which of these properties is tied to their kinematical evolution and which are inde-
pendent? Two of these BCGs ended up with a cool core and two had a non-cool core
at z=0. From the statistical examination we know that the chance of a cool core at z=0
is roughly the same for all four kinematical types. Therefore it seems that there is
no direct influence between these properties. The following section will present two
BCGs for each kinematical type with one of which ending up having a cool core and
the other with a non-cool core. Through this separation the similarities should give
a hint at what drives the kinematical evolution and the differences should indicate
what drives the development of a non-cool core.

5.2.2 Epeisodia III: Cool Core and non-Cool Core Evolution

The following plots show the same properties as before for eight different BCGs:
two of each kinematical type. The BCGs were selected such that their coolcoreness
is either above 90% or below 10% at redshift zero, i.e. being a strong cool and non-
cool core respectively. Only a few of the classified galaxies fulfil these strict criteria.
Finally, the BCGs presented here were selected such that they have similar masses at
z=0.
The plots can be read similarly to before. The evolution starts at z=0 marked with a
cross and ends at z=0 marked with the symbol of the kinematical type the BCG has
by then. The data points that belong to the BCG that has a cool core at z=0 are sorted
by redshift and connected with a blue line. The data points that belong to the BCG
that has a non-cool core at z=0 are sorted by redshift as well and connected with a
red line. In the following I will call the first C and the latter N.
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FIGURE 5.14: Evolution of stellar masses in different regions. Left:
Virial halo mass Mvir versus stellar BCG mass M∗,BCG, middle: M∗,BCG
versus fossilness M∗,SAT/M∗,BCG, right: fraction of stellar BCG mass
to total stellar mass M∗,BCG/(M∗,BCG + M∗,ICL). A detailed descrip-

tion can be found at the beginning of this section.

Non-Rotators

Fig. 5.14 shows two BCGs that both show a non-rotating pattern at z=0. The main
difference we can see from this plot is that C experiences a major merger before
it reaches the initial mass of N followed by rapid accretion. N does not seem to
experience mergers with comparable masses whatsoever. Although C experiences
multiple minor mergers around z=0. Generally, both BCGs show a growing ICL
component. The growth of Cs ICL is disrupted during its major merger.
Fig. 5.15 shows how the kinematical properties λR and h4 evolve with environmen-
tal properties. It can be seen that λR is very low all across the observed redshift range
for both BCGs with the exception of Cs major merger. The evolution of h4 however
differs significantly. For N h4 is continually increasing whereas for C it increases sig-
nificantly during the merger but is generally decreasing instead. The specific star
formation rate of C decreases by over one order of magnitude even though it re-
ceived significant gas supply during the wet merger leading to a rise of SSFR by a
factor of two. It loses SSFR after the major merger rapidly. The SSFR of N at z=0 is
less than an order of magnitude smaller than its SSFR at z=2. This is because it in-
creases its SSFR at high redshift during the minor mergers and only decreases slowly
as it approaches values less than 10−111/yr. The black holes of these two BCGs are
very different. Although the stellar mass of N is only around 30% larger than Cs
stellar mass at z=0 their black hole masses differ by more than a factor of 10! This
is due to the fact that Cs black hole is almost not accreting any mass but the BH of
N is increasing its mass by almost a factor of six. Interestingly enough C has a cool
core almost the entire time but Ns black hole is mainly accreting during the time it
has a BH. For N it seems like there is a correlation between black hole growth and
h4. Both BCGs increase their gas temperature at high redshift followed by stagna-
tion and fluctuation at intermediate to low redshift. The final temperature of C is
lower than Ns initial temperature. Both BCGs show strong fluctuations in b-value
between −6.4 < b < −5.6. Both of these BCGs show very similar kinematics and
morphology (being NR, low rotation, fluctuating b-value, increasing ICL) despite
being very different when it comes to environmental properties. However the h4
parameter shows opposite behaviour for N (generally increasing) and C (generally
decreasing).
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FIGURE 5.15: Relationship between kinematical properties λR, h4 and
environmental properties: specific star formation rate SSFR, black
hole mass mBH, gas temperature T and b-value. A detailed descrip-

tion can be found at the beginning of this section.
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FIGURE 5.16: Evolution of masses in the same regions as before. A
detailed description can be found at the beginning of this section.

Regular Rotators

The merger history of these two BCGs are rather similar. C seems to have expe-
rienced a 1:2 merger at high redshift although the most massive satellite was not
massive enough to deliver all this mass by itself so there could be a lot of in-situ
star formation as well. From thereon C is slowly building up stellar mass that is
mostly confined to the inner regions of the BCG. N is also slowly building up mass
with some minor mergers at high redshift. It strikes that at lower redshift a mas-
sive satellite is introduced in the system. The origin of this satellite would be based
on speculation. Since it does not seem like it had yet the chance to interact with the
BCG, I will refrain from doing so. At high redshift Ns ICL is increasingly more domi-
nant but starts decreasing with respect to the central region at intermediate redshift.
The two BCGs show different behaviour in both λR and h4. N starts at relatively
high λR which continually decreases, whereas C is always rather slowly rotating
with some increase at lower redshift. In h4 we can see that (as before) h4 is generally
decreasing for C and generally increasing for N. Both of these BCGs start with simi-
lar SSFR although the specific star formation rate of C at z=0 is almost a factor of six
higher than that of N. C seems to have a large enough gas reservoir or gas supply
that it can form stars at a specific rate of 10−101/yr for a long time whereas Ns SSFR
quickly goes below 10−111/yr. There is one outlier point at very low SSFR that is
hard to explain because no counter part can be found in any of the other panels. The
black hole masses behave very differently as well. Both start at similar masses but
Ns black hole is continually accreting until it has twice the mass of Cs black hole
at redshift zero. Nevertheless, the BH of C experiences a phase of major accretion
when it almost doubles its mass. This happens shortly before the disruption of the
cool core for one data point but the core recovers quickly with only few data points at
lower coolcoreness. N has roughly twice Cs initial temperature. Both increase their
temperatures at very high and very low redshift and are fluctuating in between. Sur-
prisingly, the BCGs show very different behaviour in b-value. C reaches values as
low as b = −5.8 but is increasing from thereon such that it forms a correlation with
λR. There is a b-value λR correlation for C as well but it is much steeper. But it starts
at high b-value and λR. Similarly for b and h4: There is an anti correlation for most of
the data points. However, their correlations have to be read in opposite directions.
Despite the fact that both are BCGs, have very similar mass evolution and are regu-
lar rotating at redshift zero they seem to have more differences than what they have
in common. Their star formation, BH mass and temperatures evolve differently and
are partially therefore in different regimes. Their kinematics seem similar at first
glance but differ significantly on further inspection.
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FIGURE 5.17: Relationship between kinematical properties λR, h4 and
environmental properties: specific star formation rate SSFR, black
hole mass mBH, gas temperature T and b-value. A detailed descrip-

tion can be found at the beginning of this section.
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FIGURE 5.18: Evolution of masses in the same regions as before. A
detailed description can be found at the beginning of this section.

Prolate Rotators

Both of these BCGs are prolate rotating at z=0 however one keeps its cool core and
the other develops a non-cool core. The BCGs start with similar masses although N
has roughly twice Cs mass at z=0. Both BCGs experience a major merger early on,
whereas Cs merger happens very quickly and N experiences a prolonged accretion
phase. After their respective major merger phases their mass distribution evolves
contrary to each other. C builds up a massive stellar ICL component whereas N con-
tains most of its stellar mass within 10%Rvir. C has a satellite with a tenth of its mass
at z=0 and N low mass satellites with the most massive having 2.5% of its stellar
mass.
Both BCGs start at intermediate λR values. They quickly become slow rotators dur-
ing their mergers and stay slowly rotating. Both BCGs experience a significant jump
in h4 during the merger, followed by small growth with large scatter. Cs specific
star formation rate is significantly increased by the merger (almost by a factor of
3) whereas the specific star formation rate of N decreases and eventually fluctuates
around very low values. This leads to N having only half the specific star formation
rate of C at z=0. The black holes behave akin to one another. Ns black hole accretes
in the beginning when the halo has a cool core and accretes almost no mass dur-
ing the entire time the halo has a non-cool core. Around the time the halo almost
has a cool core the black hole doubles its mass and destroys the cool core again.
The black hole of C has many phases when it does not accrete mass. During the
time Cs halo has a non-cool core it accretes a significant fraction of its mass. Both
BCGs have rapidly increasing gas temperatures during the initial time their parent
halos have cool cores. Ns temperature decreases again and fluctuates around 1.8keV
until z=0. Ns temperature fluctuates many time steps around 1.3keV followed by
increasing temperatures eventually leading to both BCGs having roughly the same
temperature although Ns temperature as initially twice as high. The b-value of both
BCGs decreases significantly during their respective mergers and starts to fluctuate
between −5.7 < b < −5.4 for both. There is a correlation between b-value and
λR during the merger but not after. The same can be seen for the anti-correlation
between b-value and h4. Both BCGs experience a major merger although the merg-
ers differ in their details (dry vs. wet, short vs. long merging). In contrast to the
BCGs before we see similarities not only in the kinematics (intermediate, quickly
decreasing and fluctuating λR and b-value) but also in their black hole masses and
gas temperatures.
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FIGURE 5.19: Relationship between kinematical properties λR, h4 and
environmental properties: specific star formation rate SSFR, black
hole mass mBH, gas temperature T and b-value. A detailed descrip-

tion can be found at the beginning of this section.
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FIGURE 5.20: Evolution of masses in the same regions as before. A detailed description can
be found at the beginning of this section.

Distinct Cores

From Fig. 5.20 it is possible to see that both of these BCGs have different merger
histories. C experiences a major merger or many minor mergers at high redshift
and a significant merger at intermediate redshift that is accompanied by a doubling
of stellar mass although there is no satellite heavy enough to attribute this merger
solely to. Followed by smooth accretion until z=0. N experiences a significant major
merger at high redshift, followed by a period of smooth accretion and another major
merger shortly before redshift zero. Consequently, their stellar ICL mass behaves
differently. After their initial merging period C builds up more and more stellar
mass in its central region whereas N increases the mass fraction in its ICL followed
by strong fluctuations due to the violent mergers at low redshift.
Their evolutions of λR are different as well. λR of C increases slightly with lots of
fluctuation during its initial merging, then generally decreases until it is slowly ro-
tating. N becomes quickly slow rotating at high redshift and peaks enormously due
to the major merger. This could be due to high velocities at large radii and does not
need to have anything to do with rotation. This is underlined by the fact that λR
decreases again very quickly. Both BCGs reach their minimum values in h4 during
their major mergers. Most of the time both BCGs have increasing h4 values whereas
Ns are roughly twice as high as Cs before the merger. The SSFR of both BCGs is
generally decreasing. Only C receives significant gas supply during its mergers at
high redshift. Ns black hole increases its mass significantly during the early cool
core phase but does not increase further during the following non-cool core phase
except for a significant jump following the major merger when it roughly doubles
its mass. Cs black hole is initially not accreting a lot of mass but triples its mass at
intermediate redshift probably triggered by the major merger. This does not have ei-
ther an immediate nor a long lasting impact on the coolcoreness. Both BCGs start at
similar gas temperatures, increase their temperatures significantly in the beginning
but fluctuate at intermediate values until redshift zero. C shows the expected albeit
hard to see correlation between λR and b and anti-correlation between h4 and b. Ns
b-value is heavily fluctuating most of the time and changes significantly because of
the merger. This suggests that the core formed shortly before z=0 when the strongly
rotating satellite was incorporated in the centre. These BCGs show that the kinemat-
ical pattern can evolve over a long time but do not have to. They show very different
merger histories with one BCG experiencing a violent major merger just shortly be-
fore z=0. This is nicely illustrated with the λR − b plot. Overall they show similar
behaviour in SSFR, black hole mass and gas temperature where the differences can
mostly be attributed to their different merger histories.
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FIGURE 5.21: Relationship between kinematical properties λR, h4 and
environmental properties: specific star formation rate SSFR, black
hole mass mBH, gas temperature T and b-value. A detailed descrip-

tion can be found at the beginning of this section.
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5.3 Summary

We see that the evolution of kinematics is determined by a delicate interplay be-
tween environmental properties and merger history. BCGs in cool core clusters and
non-cool core clusters both experience all different kinds of mergers. Although the
only wet major mergers were found for cool cores.
From the sample above it is not possible to tell if the stellar mass distribution be-
tween central region and ICL is connected to either kinematical type or coolcoreness
since both the NRs and the RRs behave similar but the PRs and the DCs show oppo-
site behaviour. Therefore, this could be depended on the individual merger histories
of each BCG.
The evolution of λR and b seems to be specific for each kinematical type and does not
depend on coolcoreness or other global environmental properties. NRs are generally
slowly rotating already at z=2 with strongly fluctuating b. The PRs show higher λR
values at high redshift but decrease their λR quickly during a major merger event.
The b-value is reduced quickly during the merger event as well and starts fluctuat-
ing around low values. The poster child DC and the cool core DC both show slowly
decreasing λR and b that form a linear correlation. The non-cool core BCG shows
that distinct cores can also form as a result of a major merger where the behaviour
between λR and b before the merger resembled more that of a non-rotator. The RRs
also show two different formation mechanisms. The non-cool core rotator shows
rather expected behaviour. High λR and b for high redshift. Both values decrease
over time such that they form a steep linear correlation. Both the poster child RR
(that is a cool core most the observed time and a weak cool core at z=0) and the cool
core RR are slowly rotating for the entire redshift range with the exception of the
cool core RR increasing its λR again at low redshift. Both increase their b-value over
the redshift range significantly such that they are comparable to the regular rotator
that decreased its b-value. Because of the late increase in λR for the cool core RR a
correlation between λR and b can be observed as well. It seems that one formation
channel keeps its initial rotation and the other builds up rotation. Further investi-
gation is needed to confidently state what drives these different formation mecha-
nisms. From this very small sample it seems that the BCGs must not be disturbed by
major merger for a long time. Especially the regular rotators that keep their initial
rotation. Both RRs that build up rotation show relatively high star formation rates
but differ in black hole growth and temperature significantly. They both have a rel-
atively cool core for most of the observed redshift.
The evolution of h4 seems more complicated because it is sensitive to mergers. It
depends on the individual merger conditions if it leads to a rise or a fall and - in
contrast to λR - h4 shows different behaviour if there is a cool core and if there is
none. All three NRs show decreasing h4 during the cool core phase and increasing
h4 during the non-cool core phase. The same decreasing behaviour is found for the
cool core RR and the same increasing behaviour is found for the non-cool core RR.
The poster child RR, however, is constantly at intermediate h4. The h4 of the cool
core and the non-cool core PR are initially at low values but jump to higher values
after the major merger and stay relatively constant subsequently. The poster child
PR has rising h4 through intermediate CCness but the lowest values are found when
there is a cool core. The poster child DC fits the aforementioned behaviour of a
falling h4 during the cool core phase and a rising h4 during the non-cool core phase.
Although it is important to note that this BCG always has extremely low h4 values.
Both the non-cool core and cool core DC show rising h4 during their respective cool
core phase which is contrary to the observations above. In total eight out of twelve
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investigated galaxies show both falling h4 during cool core phase and rising h4 dur-
ing non cool core phase. The others show parts or none of these features.
There seems to be a correlation between the development of a non-cool core and the
mass accretion history of the black hole. Both NRs that have a non-cool core at z=0
show significant BH accretion during their cool core phase and small accretion af-
terwards. The BH of the cool core NR is not accreting except for one strong jump in
mass during its merger. It is unclear if the cool core is destroyed for one data point
due to the BH or due to a misplacement during the merger. Something similar can
be observed for the RRs. The BH of the non-cool core RR is accreting significantly
during the cool core phase but less at low redshift. The BH of the cool core RR is
almost not accreting except for one big jump that seems to destroy the cool core for
one data point. Here the event does not coincide with a merger. The black hole of
the poster child RR increases its mass significantly during the initial cool core phase.
Contrary to the above the non-cool core and cool core PR have comparable black
hole masses during the entire redshift range. The non-cool core PR is increasing
during the initial cool core phase but stops after it loses its cool core except for a
significant jump at low redshift that does not seem to coincide with a merger. The
cool core PR also increases during the initial cool core phase and during its non-cool
core phase but nowhere else. The BH mass of the poster child PR increases signifi-
cantly during the initial and a second cool core phase. The BH of the non-cool core
DC shows significant black hole accretion during the initial cool core phase but none
after except for the significant jump during the major merger. The black hole of the
cool core DC also accretes enormously after a lot of mass from the major merger
fell into the central region but it did not accrete during the initial cool core phase.
The poster child DC shows constant black hole accretion up until very high masses.
In total five out of five BCGs that develop a non-cool core show significant black
hole accretion during the initial cool core phase and most show smaller accretion at
smaller redshift. These accretion rates cannot be found for any of the five BCGs that
keep their cool core although their black holes can strongly accrete during mergers.
The two BCGs that have an intermediate cool core at z=0 also show significant black
hole mass accretion rate at high redshift. Therefore, it can be assumed that they lose
their cool core too.
The specific star formation rate is on average higher for BCGs with a cool core, al-
though every BCG shows generally decreasing SSFR with the exception of gas inflow
through wet mergers. The gas temperature seems to be vaguely correlated with BH
mass and coolcoreness but does not show correlations with any of the other proper-
ties.
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Chapter 6

Exodus

This thesis provided a detailed statistical and individual analysis of kinematical and
environmental properties for a large sample of BCGs from a fully cosmological, hy-
drodynamical simulation. As a first step the velocity maps of the most massive
BCGs at z=0 were classified, resulting in a sample of 298 BCGs divided into four
kinematical types: non-rotators, regular rotators, prolate rotators and BCGs with a
kinematically distinct core. This sample was compared to observational data from
MASSIVE (Ma et al., 2014), the Atlas 3D survey (Emsellem, Cappellari, Krajnović,
et al., 2011) and Kravtsov, Vikhlinin, and Meshcheryakov (2014). Despite the masses
being significantly larger than the masses in observations (mostly because kinemat-
ics of galaxies at this mass range have yet to be observed) the kinematics of MAG-
NETICUM BCGs are in good agreement with observations. As a second step the
temporal evolution of kinematical and environmental properties was investigated.
To begin with, the statistical redshift evolution of individual properties was anal-
ysed for a sample 250 traced BCGs. Finally, a case study of 12 BCGs was completed
where the dependent evolution between kinematical and environmental properties
was examined. Six of these galaxies developed a non-cool core and four galaxies
kept their cool core. Thus we arrive at the following conclusions:

• No general correlation between the evolution of the angular momentum proxy
λR and the evolution of specific star formation rate, black hole mass or gas
temperature could be found. λR(z) rather depends on each individual merger
history. Furthermore, it was shown that the relationship between λR and b-
value for different redshift is more complex than the theoretical prediction in
F. Schulze et al. (2018). Regular rotators and distinct cores usually show an
increasing correlation curve whereas non-rotators and prolate rotators (after
they experienced the major merger) show a strongly fluctuating relationship
between these two properties.

• BCGs with a regular rotation pattern can evolve from slowly rotating, low b-
value galaxies by increasing their b-value. This effect might be connected to the
existence of a cool core although a larger sample needs to be studied to confirm
this suspicion. Nevertheless, a possible formation mechanism of rotation for
high mass BCGs could explain the decreasing non-rotator fractions for high
stellar masses at z=0.

• A redshift dependent evolution of the h3 parameter could not be found at all.
The median value of this parameter is remarkably close to zero for the entire
redshift range between 2 > z > 0.

• This is contrasted by a significantly increasing h4 parameter. The median value
at z=2 corresponds to roughly 20% of the median h4 at z=0 for all kinematical
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types except the BCGs with a kinematically distinct core. Some BCGs show an
anti-correlation between h4 and b-value.

• All 250 traced BCGs show a cool core phase during the peak of cosmic star
formation rate. The development of a stable non-cool core is a continuous pro-
cess that spans several Gyrs. This process might be triggered by strong mass
accretion of the black hole at a redshift around z=2. Six out of six BCGs that
developed a non-cool core showed strong dynamical black hole mass accre-
tion at that time and four out of four of the BCGs that kept their cool core
only had small to no dynamical mass accretion. None of the twelve individ-
ually investigated BCGs showed a non-cool core turning back to a cool core
although this was no selection criterion. Subsequently, the median coolcore-
ness decreases with time. At redshift z=0 roughly 60% of the sample have a
core with a coolcoreness above 50%. However, the sample spans the entire
range of coolcoreness for all kinematical types.

• There is no apparent scaling between coolcoreness and kinematical properties
at z=0. However, the h4 parameter showed signs of influence through environ-
mental properties. Eight out of twelve BCGs showed an increasing h4 param-
eter during their cool-core phase and a decreasing h4 during the non-cool core
phase. The suggestion of an anti-correlation between h4 and coolcoreness is
additionally backed up by the opposite time development mentioned above.
The low h4 values that are found in the centres of BCGs of all kinematical types
except the distinct cores could be a relic of that evolution. Low h4 values in the
centres of slow rotating galaxies are not observed in van de Sande et al. (2017).
This further adds to the suspicion that this is a property exclusive to BCGs. A
possible theoretical explanation for the correlation between coolcoreness and
h4 could be that a cool core is responsible for similar circular orbits in the inner
part of BCGs.

These findings support the idea of different kinematical types having their origin in
different merger scenarios even at the extremely high mass end. Additionally, the λR
parameter seems to be mainly a product of merger history. Finally, the data suggest
that there is some form of correlation between the cluster environment and stellar
kinematics in the form of the coolcoreness and the h4 parameter.
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List of Abbreviations

AGN Active Galactic Nucleus
BCG Brightest Cluster Galaxy
BH Black Hole
CMB Cosmic Microwave Background
CC Cool Core
DC Distinct Core
DM Dark Matter
ETG Early Type Galaxy
HST Hubble Space Telescope
ICL Intra Cluster Light
ICM Intra Cluster Medium
ΛCDM Cosmological Constant Cold Dark Matter
LOSVD Line-Of-Sight Velocity Distribution
LTG Late Type Galaxy
MOND MOdified Newtonian Gravity
NR Non-Rotator
NCC Non-Cool Core
RR Regular Rotator
PR Prolate Rotator
SMBH Super Massive Black Hole
SPH Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics
SSFR Specific Star Formation Rate
VLT Very Large Telescope
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